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Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads:
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing
An Internet Discussion about Scientific and Scholarly Journals and
Their Future
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II.The Discussion Begins
The first response to Harnad's proposal was swift, practical: an offer by a systems administrator to
house a comprehensive scientific electronic publishing system. A brief exchange about level of
support took place. For the reader, the discussion here emphasizes that the problems with enacting
such a large-scale vision are not technical but social.
III.Who is Responsible?
Does the responsibility for scientific and scholarly findings lie at the grass roots with individual
scholars or should there be institutionalization and centralization -- or both? Nobel Prize Winner
Joshua Lederberg, looking to the practical uses of more and better information that the scientist can
use, introduces the idea of institutional rather than discipline-based archives. From the library
community, encouragement to recover some control over the economic fate of faculty products; then
discussion of the place of the large learned societies in the publishing landscape ensues.
IV.What Does Electronic Publishing Cost?
Discourse by a leader from the American Chemical Society, one of today's largest and most
electronically seasoned publishers, takes the discussion to a new level and adds specific detail of costs
and economics to the conversation. Whether electronic publishing will be cheaper or more expensive
than print on paper, at least in the near term, is an important underlying question.
V.Suggestions and Strategies
Several scientists contribute. One is a long-time editor of a substantive electronic newsletter for
computer scientists and shares his economic perspectives. Another volunteers to promote the Harnad
proposal. Another, a creator of the World Wide Web, comments and offers encouragement for the
future. Yet another sees a role for the European Community. Striking is the consensus of the
proposal's proponents that practical actions can take precedence for the time being over broader
considerations.
VI.Reprise
Ginsparg and Harnad return to speculation about the practical elements of the proposal. The first of a
series of responses from the library community follows.
VII.E-Journal Publishing; Infrastructure Investments
The American Chemical Society's Lorrin Garson returns to the discussion with detailed comments
about the significant planning and investment course the Society has already taken in moving into
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non-print publication. He makes the case that scaling up and sustaining production require
considerable thought and infrastructure support. More numbers are introduced; Harnad
differentiates esoteric publication from other sectors of the information market.
VIII.A Researcher's Perspective
Andrew Odlyzko of AT&T Bell Labs, himself a proponent of similar enterprises, joins the discussion
as a third strong voice after Harnad and Ginsparg and presents an essay about staging the transition
to electronic scholarly journals.
IX.A Librarian Speaks
One of the proponents insists that moving to electronic journals is a more simple process than other
discussants believe to be the case. Richard Entlich, a librarian at Cornell, with substantial hands-on
experience in implementing online journals for university researchers, shares his experience and
points to the complexity of the publishing landscape and the interrelated nature of the various parts.
X.Reprise -- Prima Facie Worries
For several years, Harnad has spoken out about objections to electronic publishing that he sees as
ill-founded. Here he takes the opportunity of a contribution to this discussion to review those
worrisome issues.
XI.A Librarian's View from Europe
Bernard Naylor is the University Librarian at the University of Southhampton. He initially joined the
discussion through a paper coincidentally written at about the moment the "subversive" discussion
was beginning. This section begins his various contributions to the subversive proposal.
XII.Graffiti, Esoterica or Scholarship?
A return to a question of distinguishing "publishing" from other forms of network-public discourse.
What seemed fairly simple in the world of print (for example, knowing the difference between a
publication and a private letter) begins to be more complicated in a medium where formal discourse
and chit-chat flow in the same pipeline. Does "esoteric" do justice to the significance of scholarly
publishing?
XIII.E-Journal Costs and Editorial Costs
The question of costs returns to the fore, arising from a proposal for a specific project. The question is
taken up of what and whether editors should be paid. A university press journals manager
contributes some current, real-world information to the discourse on editors and editorial offices. One
of the undoubted inefficiencies of the present journal system is the delay and redundancy introduced
by a distributed and publication-linked practice of peer-review, re submission, and limited
acceptances.
XIV.Journal Publishing Systems and Models
Bernard Naylor, who entered the correspondence with a paper he wrote for another forum, now offers
extended remarks that take up the issues of the whole series. His new contribution views the journals
publishing system holistically and takes up issues such as prestige, pressure to publish, conservatism
of authors and publishers, and the prognosis for acceptance of electronic publications by all the
players in the current academic information chain.
XV.Brief Discussions -- Format, Economics, Submissions
Several messages pick up various topical threads that arose earlier in the discussion.
XVI.The Collapse of Traditional Journals
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Frank Quinn, a mathematician at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and a
member of various American Mathematical Society decision-making committees, adds a further voice
foreseeing radical change to the discussion.
XVII.Systemic and Structural Costs -- Networks & Connectivity
A wider context for costs is invoked. How cheap will the infrastructure be? How expensive is a good
network? Will universities and scholars have to pay more? How much?
XVIII.Citations and Citation Frequency
The measure of use that is most easily quantified on a national or international basis is "citation
frequency." This group of messages began during the net-wide subversive proposal discussion and
then some of the discussants picked up the topic about two months after the main body of the
conversation ended, for further probing. Not every message in the sequence went to the public lists
directly; there was more discussion among individuals, with some of those postings occasionally being
referred to the wider audience. In this regard, a rudimentary kind of editing and peer review is
already taking place.
XIX.More on Costs -- of Digitization
Some new evidence is presented suggesting that the costs of digitization, or at least compression, may
be shrinking. In order to prepare this book for publication, the editors artificially cut off a discussion
that still continues at the time of final proofs (May 1995) and shows no likelihood of ending for a long
time.
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Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads:
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing
An Internet Discussion about Scientific and Scholarly Journals and
Their Future

INTRODUCTION
Scholars and historians tell us that technological change is a powerful engine driving economic and
social change. Invent the automobile, they argue, and suburbs are inevitable, not to mention a sexual
revolution and jokes about the Yugo. This principle has penetrated the public consciousness so far that
now every technical innovation is greeted with enthusiasm by those who see ways for this gadget to
shape the world to suit their particular tastes.
But the distance between hope and realization is great, and there are plenty of opportunities for
imagination and ineptitude to compete with each other to shape the details of a new landscape. This is a
book about hope and imagination in one corner of the emerging landscape of cyberspace. It embraces
passionate discussion of an idea for taking to the Internet to revolutionize one piece of the world of
publishing.
"Publishing" is a business with many faces, held together in the mind's eye by the common technologies
of printing and binding. Comic books, phone books, popular novels, and scientific texts all find their
audiences through one facet or another of an industry whose business decisions are made on certain
common grounds: costs of acquiring the content and preparing it for publication, costs of mechanical
reproduction, and costs of distributing it effectively to the target audience. Those costs are recovered in
many ways and even profits are sometimes made: advertisers pay most of the cost of newspapers, end
users pay for best sellers, and university budgets pay for much scientific literature both by contributing
"page charges" to get faculty articles published and by paying for the journals in which they are
published. But despite those diversities, the common technology gives all such "publishing" a common
language for evaluating continuing forms of publishing and proposed innovations.
Not every branch of "publishing" is equally healthy in the late twentieth century. The romance novel is
robustly successful, but the scientific journal and the scholarly monograph are threatened by rising
costs, rising output, and constrained academic budgets. The most painful paradox is that in the interests
of science, the law of the market cannot be allowed to function. An item with a very small market may
yet be the indispensable link in a chain of research that leads to a result of high social value. Worse, even
that value may be -- at the moment of production of the small market item -- years or even decades
away. The research libraries of the world have the unenviable task of seeking in common to acquire the
totality of scientific and academic discourse for researchers to use, even as that totality explodes in size
and cost.
Enter technology. The commonality of printing and binding is less and less necessary to transmit
information to a wide audience. Some parts of print publishing have already been vulnerable to this, as
newspapers have seen their markets erode under the impact of radio and television, even while odd
synergies emerge and the newspaper becomes the place to find a print record of the coming week's
television programs. No linear connection can be counted on: film and television entertain the eyes and
occasionally the mind, but bookstores are fuller than ever of diverting books and magazines.
Accordingly, it is impossible to say with any confidence what the introduction and widespread use of
networked electronic technology will do to "publishing". It is easy enough to look at the power of the
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World-Wide Web to transmit words far and wide and conclude that there will be some impact, but
where that impact will be felt is another question. What will we read on-line? What will still need paper?
To look ahead in this way is to begin to see a world in which things commonly thought of together
begin to disresemble each other more than they do now. The telephone book, for example, is far less
efficient than an on-line index (with yellow pages, cross-references, reverse indexes,
searching-by-address, and especially a click-and-dial feature) would be, and we may confidently
imagine not only that the annual massacre of trees to produce mountains of new phone books will end,
but that soon we will even forget to think of the information as the phone "book" in any meaningful
sense. Even as we are all reading our Jane Austen on a summer's day in a hammock twenty years from
now, the "book" will have changed by virtue of the things that won't be in book form any longer. Where
will the scholars and scientists be?
The pages that follow are a fragment of serious and urgent discussions that are going on at this moment
in many parts of the world where people worry about the future of scholarship and science. If -- the
instinctively framed argument goes -- traditional academic publishing is caught in a price spiral that
threatens its stability and if a new, powerful technology that wipes out whole sectors of the costs of
distributing information is now available, won't it make sense to transport as much as we can of what
scholars and scientists publish to the new environment as rapidly as possible? Won't that solve the
economic problems of publishing?
Perhaps, perhaps not. One thing that has emerged in the last four years or so of serious discussion on
these topics is that there are various competing interests at stake. All profess to have the good of the
higher educational and scientific mission in mind, but it cannot be denied that everyone seeks a future in
which not only that mission but also their own economic and professional future is assured. Professors,
researchers, librarians, commercial publishers, learned societies, and university presses have all emerged
with distinctive points of view. The discussions are not empty of practical consequences, for strong
ideas well expressed are the basis for the confidence people will place in experiments and projects that
go beyond the experimental in bringing a vision of electronic publishing for the scientific and academic
community to reality. Many such experiments are already well under way, and indeed we reach a
moment at which people are not so much impatient to try things as fidgety that we are not yet moving
past experiments to full-scale realization of ideas. Yet those fidgets may be premature, with both the
results of the experiments and the convincing formulation of the theory still up in the air. The "killer
application" of electronic publishing seems not to have emerged yet.
The discussions now under way are taking place in a variety of forums. They range from the informality
of the departmental coffee room to full-scale conferences, some of which resemble summit meetings
between mistrustful opponents. Books and articles appear apace, the traditional form of publication. But
between all these is discussion facilitated by the new media of communication themselves. It is no
accident that the Internet is a buzzword of this decade, for the land rush of settlers to that frontier of
cyberspace has been of majestic proportions, far outstripping any recorded human settlement on planet
earth. No one knows quite what to make of the numbers, but it is beyond denying that many millions of
people have staked a claim to a little piece of this curious world where you can go to live without giving
up the mortgage or the lease back in ordinary reality. And the one thing people do when they move to
cyberspace is talk to each other.
They talk to each other there with the promiscuity and eagerness of -- well, of people. Those who read
what they find on the Internet with the skeptical eye of a consumer of print publications are often
dismayed, even appalled by what they see, forgetting that human beings as a rule speak to one another in
ways raw, unpolished, even illogical, far below the standards of the written word. It is not so much that
cyberspace is begetting trash as that it is giving a degree of publicity and visibility to our ordinary,
everyday conversations, and we are -- as representatives of the species -- embarrassed by what we see.
But the caricature of Internet discussion must not blind us to the recognition that just as in everyday life,
people do rise to higher levels of coherence and lucidity. The constant surprise for regular visitors to the
Internet is just how many interesting people are found amid the dullards and how much stimulating and
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otherwise impossible conversation goes on there.
So this book is an intersection between the issues of the time and the media that make those issues arise.
It is a discussion about using the networks to publish, and it is possible only because the network was
there in the summer of 1994 to make this feasible.
It began with the "subversive proposal" of the title. The author of that provocative document is a
pioneering veteran of network culture. Stevan Harnad, who took up a position as Professor of
Psychology at the University of Southampton (UK) in the fall of 1994 after many years as a researcher
and editor in Princeton, New Jersey, knows the twin worlds of paper and electronic scholarly journals
as few others. He has been the editor for many years of Behavioral and Brain Sciences, a journal
published by Cambridge University Press, and in 1990 he introduced Psycoloquy, the first
peer-reviewed scientific journal on the Internet. He is particularly known (apart from his substantial
scientific work) for his interest in the mechanisms of "peer review", by which the quality of published
scientific research is guaranteed. He has pioneered in cyberspace the technique practiced by some paper
journals of "open peer review", whereby the experts consulted on an article's worthiness submit their
comments for publication along with the article, thus stimulating discussion in a way the article alone
could not. Psycoloquy has been a notable success in achieving and maintaining a high standard of
quality and in its ability to assure its audience of that quality.
Harnad has been a strong proponent of the use of the electronic networks to extend the reach and power
and accessibility of scientific information, and he has not been slow to point out the economic
advantages as well. Crudely put, it seems that the publisher is superfluous. If the originating scientist
who does the research has access to the network, then he or she can "publish" with a few keystrokes;
and anyone with network access anywhere in the world can get the results in a matter of minutes. No
money need change hands.
That oversimplifies the position Harnad takes in his "subversive proposal", but it catches the gist of the
unspoken hope or assumption or dream of many who look at this new environment. Harnad fully
recognizes that the network itself and the tools individuals use to access it do not come free of charge,
but once we can assume the ubiquity of those tools (and in the scientific community they are very nearly
ubiquitous) their use adds marginal costs that are at most trivial. (The best current guess about the cost
for using the Internet superhighway itself is about a dollar a year per user: Hal Varian of the University
of Michigan studies this topic in ARL's Filling the Pipeline and Paying the Piper [1995].) How can we
take advantage of this?
The simplest answer is that the problem is not technical, but sociological. How do we get the right user
community interested and committed to communicating in this way? The first step is to talk up the idea,
talk it through, and talk it out to the point of practical application.
This vital step was taken in the summer of 1994 in the discussion presented here. Harnad began it all on
June 27th by posting his "subversive proposal" to the discussion list VPIEJ-L. (In the alphabet soup of
the Internet, that is the name of a discussion list based at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, a particularly
venturesome and interesting academic base for network activity; the list is devoted to "electronic
journals", of which there are already hundreds, many dozens of them quite scholarly. ARL's Directory
of Electronic Journals, Newsletters, and Academic Discussion Lists is appearing [1995] in its fifth
edition.) A great deal of the conversatoin was also branched to SERIALST@uvmvm.uvm.edu, a
discussion list for serials librarians and other members of the serials "chain." Some of it was also copied
to other lists on the Internet, BITNET, and Usenet.
The response to Harnad's proposal (it is the opening section of this book) was quick, lively, and
wide-ranging. As is often the case, the most enthusiastic discussants were those who shared much of
Harnad's position. One principal discussant is Paul Ginsparg, research physicist at Los Alamos National
Laboratory and a recognized innovator in electronic scientific preprint publishing as well. Ginsparg runs
a service that provides, free of charge to users, the full text of "preprints" reporting the most current
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scientific activity in high energy physics to readers around the world. Such preprints have been in use as
a paper artifact among scientists for many years; in high energy physics, the paper circulation of such
things has ended, and Ginsparg's service is the faster, easier, more widely circulated result. That server
exemplifies the "free" use of the Internet for high quality information distribution. To be sure, the field
of high energy physics is well defined by the laboratories where work gets done, and there is a kind of
quality control exercised by readers who note where given papers come from and choose how to
apportion their reading time appropriately. That is a facility that would not be so easily obtained if the
field were, say, nineteenth-century English literature, where a small state college may produce work as
reliable as large, well-endowed institutions do.
Also contributing sympathetically to much of the discussion is Andrew Odlyzko, research scientist at
AT&T Bell Labs and himself author of a forthcoming article reprinted here in abridged form that makes
arguments similar to Harnad's.
But discussion was not one-sided. There are serious objections to be made and considered to what
Harnad proposes. If a large and diverse body of authors produce material and a large and diverse body
of readers come looking for it, it is far from obvious that the match of author to reader will be easy and
transparent. The nagging question for many Internet services today is "Does it scale up?" If the whole
world does this, can we still afford to do it so cheaply? What kind of editing, peer reviewing,
cataloguing, and finding services will the reading public, however scholarly, find necessary? How
expensive will they be? Will we migrate to a new environment, only to find that we have reinvented
there all the things that cost so much in the old environment? If so, what will we have gained?
Representatives of these caution-giving points of view are strongly heard here. Two in particular
deserve mention. Lorrin Garson manages the publishing operations of the American Chemical Society, a
huge and vital link in the scientific information chain. He does not represent a profiteering private
corporation seeking to maximize return on investment, but he has real payrolls to meet and real
expenses. He speaks vigorously for the value of the middle-man's contribution to the process of
scientific communication and hence for the costs that will still be incurred. Garson's viewpoint is
seconded by Richard Entlich, a Librarian at Cornell University, whose libraries have cooperated with the
ACS and other electronic publishing experimenters in making electronic informaiton available to users.
From a European perspective, Bernard Naylor, University Librarian at the University of Southampton,
weighs in from the vantage point of one who must manage the point of contact between a wider
audience and the universe of scholarly and scientific discourse as a whole. The value of this whole
discussion lies in the vigor and frankness with which these various participants make their cases, while
maintaining a remarkably cordial and collegial tone. As is the way of the Internet, other participants
came and went, making their contributions.
Here we should emphasize the point to which Harnad returns with most frequency. He speaks from the
first lines of his proposal of "esoteric" publishing, that is to say, work done by the few for the few.
While some participants worry over the appropriateness of the exact word Harnad prefers, all are agreed
that the exchange of information among researchers working at a high level is a different matter from
flooding the world with romance novels. It is central to this discussion to keep that restriction in mind
and to see what difference it makes. If the "phone book" disappears from the world of "publishing" in
one direction, it can be argued that the scientific journal, which few if any ever read in a hammock, will
disappear in another direction, replaced by a better, faster, more reliable form of communication.
The bulk of the discussion lasted about two months. But it did not disappear. For months afterwards,
conversations among real living breathing people face to face and by telephone as well as
e-conversations on the more ethereal medium of the network continued to refer back to "the subversive
proposal discussion". The principals in the discussion still continue to maintain the discussion among
themselves, copying their messages to a few other people who have expressed the most interest in being
involved. The final section of this book, on citations of articles, represents that portion of discussion
which was continuing as this book went to press.
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It became clear that significant issues had received here the canonical form of presentation by which they
would be discussed for some time to come. A stage in the evolution of ideas about electronic publication
had been set. This book recognizes that fact by presenting the discussion, still now in a timely enough
fashion to affect debate, and as a record of how the argument was moving at a turning point in the
network's history.
One way to present the material, of course, would have been to invite the participants in the conversation
to write formal papers for an anthology. The book that resulted then would have been familiar to a fault,
and easily enough understood. But first of all the participants are all busy scientists and professionals,
whose own work continues to move on restlessly in search of the cutting edge. Not all would have been
willing to go back and rehearse their arguments one more time. Second, much of substance would be
lost by such a stereotyped presentation.
For the real value of networked discussion of this kind is in a flexibility that is impossible both in print
and in real life. In real life, we may have conferences to discuss a subject, but if halfway through the
conference some novel issue arises, expert testimony can be difficult to well-nigh impossible to summon
in a timely way. But on the Internet, the next expert is only an e-mail message away, and more than once
here that kind of "deus ex machina" arrives to stimulate and advance the discussion just in time.
In print, on the other hand, everybody is a monologist. A collaborative volume turns into a series of
individual turns, where author A deals not with author B, but with an idiosyncratic version of author B,
whereupon B deals not with A, but with a version of A. Examples of the consequent phenomenon of
perfectly intelligent and responsible people arguing past each other are not far to seek. But the flow of
e-mail makes high-minded neglect of the other's point of view impossible. The network facilitates
dialogue. If that dialogue sometimes descends into "flaming", that is only a sign that real human beings
are rubbing ideas together, a process as volatile in cyberspace as it is in real life. From a scientific point
of view, the value lies in the give and take, which may either lead to agreement or to a nuanced and
valuable expression of the irreducible conflicts. The latter is, if anything, more valuable than the former,
for the way it reflects the honest truth about the world, that there are many many issues on which
reasonable people do not agree with each other. Traditional print media, privileging one voice at a time,
can make it seem as if the goal is to find the one authoritative voice speaking truth from on high, when a
more rational sense of what we are as people would suggest that we are better served when we honestly
admit our disagreements and try to make our world out of respect for the points where we cannot all
march together.
Accordingly, we have elected to present the discussion as it happened, as a series of e-mail messages
that flowed over the network through the summer of 1994. At first, this may be off-putting to those who
do not know this culture, but within a page or two, readers will get used to the rhythm. In particular,
note the fairness with which respondents quote their interlocutors by incorporating paragraphs of earlier
messages in later ones, to put idea/response together for readers. If, after all, some hundreds of readers
are seeing these messages separated by hours or days, they need some reminding of where the course of
discussion has gone. This inevitably creates some repetition when the messages are brought together
here, but the clarity is also welcome.
We have edited with a very light hand. Only tiny irrelevancies have been deleted, and occasionally we
have "corrected" the sequence of messages to make the flow of thought more obvious. (Every message
comes on the network with a date and time stamp, and that is the chronological order we have mainly
followed, but those numbers can confuse when a message written in Europe is answered "before" it was
written by a prompt respondent five or six time zones to the west.) We have left authors with their
individual styles, including those who (in a practice common on the network but attracting very little
comment that we have seen) follow the capitalization style of archy or e. e. cummings, but we have also
corrected what were assuredly typos. We have broken the flow of the argument up into "chapters" and
added a few explanatory notes to give readers of the print version all the advantages that contemporary
readers of the original had. We have also provided a short glossary of netspeak.
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The discussion itself had no formal conclusion: real life doesn't have many neat endings short of the
pine box six feet under. The issues are not resolved. The last phase of the discussion was a lively look at
the question of just how often scientific publications are read/cited, a topic of notorious difficulty. In
retrospect, the discussion ended when people in other venues began speaking of it in the past tense.
Stevan Harnad archived the e-mail in a long series of files stored on a networked server at Princeton
University, which has been our authority for most of what is contained here (but we have supplemented
it with some messages kept separately). It will have had some readers from that source, but few would
have known where to look, much less how to interpret what they found there.
We have added a brief concluding essay that picks up some of the issues and ventures to outline some
of the terms for the discussion that must now ensue, but we must emphasize that we do so without
consultation with the participants. (Both editors appear in fleeting walk-on roles in these pages, but they
had no influence over the shape of the discussion and were for the most part simply fascinated
observers.)
And so this book you hold in your hands is a curious thing. It is a traditional print publication, freezing
in time a series of fleeting e-mail messages that envision a future of publishing that goes well beyond
print. Will print become obsolete? The fairest answer is that it will become as obsolete as speech was
made obsolete by the written word, or as calligraphy was made obsolete by print. It is a mistake to speak
of succession and replacement, and more important to think of a world in which available media grow
more powerful and various and the interconnections more supple and useful. We would not publish this
book if we did not think the networked discussion was important and interesting, but we would not
publish this book if we did not think that the networked discussion has an importance and an interest
that reach beyond the network's ability to disseminate it. We hope that the readers of these pages will
agree.
One last point. Many readers will disagree with the subversive proposal and its advocates, perhaps
fiercely. Some of those readers will themselves be publishers or other participants in the scholarly
publishing community. We hope that the unpersuaded readers will be stimulated to think through the
issues the most acutely, identify the points of disagreement, and clarify the issues at stake. If this
proposal is invalid, what does it mean for the present and future that it is so urgently pressed, so widely
discussed, and so fiercely believed? Is that not in itself a new and important fact about the environment
in which we work? What would a truly creative response to this challenge look like?
Ann Shumelda Okerson
Association of Research Libraries
James J. O'Donnell
University of Pennsylvania
NOTE ON PRESENTATION
We have retained the flavor and the form of e-mail conversation as it takes place on the net today. Each
message has a header (here stripped of some technicalities that appear on-line) with date/time, author,
and subject. One or two small apparent departures from chronological order restore the actual sequence
of messages whose time-stamps are confused by different time zones of origin.
It is a common practice for authors to embed parts of other authors' messages in their own in order to
respond or comment. On-line, these will typically be marked by angle brackets at the left margin, which
sometimes get doubled or tripled as a message containing embedded text is embedded in another and
then perhaps yet another. We have followed this practice with two enhancements: all such embedded
messages and (more often) parts of messages are printed in slightly reduced type (they have mainly
appeared already in full earlier in the discussion), and where quotations-within-quotations occur we
have occasionally marked the doubled and tripled angle brackets at the left margin with the initials of the
writer being quoted to help the reader follow the line of argument. Finally, in the limited typography of
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the net, it is conventional to use asterisks for *emphasis*, and we have mainly retained them in these
messages.
That said, if the reader is unfamiliar with the conventions of e-mail it will take some slight patience to get
a sense of the rhythm of such conversation, but one reason for publishing this book in this form is to
display an example of serious conversations on urgent issues in a novel forum with its own idioms and
conventions.
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Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads:
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing
An Internet Discussion about Scientific and Scholarly Journals and
Their Future

I. OVERTURE: The Subversive Proposal
esoteric 213 aj .es-o-'ter-ik
LL [italic esotericus], fr. Gk [italic es{o-}terikos], fr. [italic
es{o-}ter{o-}], compar. of [italic eis{o-}], [italic es{o-}] within,
fr. [italic eis] into, fr. [italic en] in -- more at [mini IN]
1 a aj designed for or understood by the specially initiated alone
1 b aj of or relating to knowledge that is restricted to a small group
2 a aj limited to a small circle <~ pursuits>
2 b aj [mini PRIVATE], [mini CONFIDENTIAL] <an ~ purpose>
esoterically 21313 av -i-k(*-)l{e-}
(From the networked Merriam Webster Dictionary at Princeton University)
We have heard many sanguine predictions about the demise of paper publishing, but life is
short and the inevitable day still seems a long way off. This is a subversive proposal that
could radically hasten that day. It is applicable only to ESOTERIC (non-trade, no-market)
scientific and scholarly publication (but that is the lion's share of the academic corpus
anyway), namely, that body of work for which the author does not and never has expected
to SELL the words. The scholarly author wants only to PUBLISH them, that is, to reach the
eyes and minds of peers, fellow esoteric scientists and scholars the world over, so that they
can build on one another's contributions in that cumulative. collaborative enterprise called
learned inquiry. For centuries, it was only out of reluctant necessity that authors of esoteric
publications entered into the Faustian bargain of allowing a price-tag to be erected as a
barrier between their work and its (tiny) intended readership, for that was the only way
they could make their work public at all during the age when paper publication (and its
substantial real expenses) was their only option.
But today there is another way, and that is PUBLIC FTP: If every esoteric author in the
world this very day established a globally accessible local ftp archive for every piece of
esoteric writing from this day forward, the long-heralded transition from paper publication
to purely electronic publication (of esoteric research) would follow suit almost immediately.
This is already beginning to happen in the physics community, thanks to Paul Ginsparg's
HEP preprint network, with 20,000 users worldwide and 35,000 "hits" per day, and Paul
Southworth's CICnet is ready to help follow suit in other disciplines. The only two factors
standing in the way of this outcome at this moment are (1) quality control (i.e., peer review
and editing), which today happens to be implemented almost exclusively by paper
publishers, and (2) the patina of paper publishing, which results from this monopoly on
quality control. If all scholars' preprints were universally available to all scholars by
anonymous ftp (and gopher, and World-Wide Web, and the search/retrieval wonders of
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the future), NO scholar would ever consent to WITHDRAW any preprint of his from the
public eye after the refereed version was accepted for paper "PUBLICation." Instead,
everyone would, quite naturally, substitute the refereed, published reprint for the
unrefereed preprint. Paper publishers will then either restructure themselves (with the
cooperation of the scholarly community) so as to arrange for the much-reduced
electronic-only page costs (which I estimate to be less than 25% of paper-page costs,
contrary to the 75% figure that appears in most current publishers' estimates) to be paid out
of advance subsidies (from authors' page charges, learned society dues, university
publication budgets and/or governmental publication subsidies) or they will have to watch
as the peer community spawns a brand new generation of electronic-only publishers who
will.
The subversion will be complete, because the (esoteric -- no-market) peer-reviewed
literature will have taken to the airwaves, where it always belonged, and those airwaves will
be free (to the benefit of us all) because their true minimal expenses will be covered the
optimal way for the unimpeded flow of esoteric knowledge to all: In advance.
Stevan Harnad
Cognitive Science Laboratory
Princeton University
Princeton NJ 08542
harnad@princeton.edu
June 27, 1994
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II. The Discussion Begins
The first response to Harnad's proposal was swift, practical: an offer by a systems administrator to
house a comprehensive scientific electronic publishing system. A brief exchange about level of
support took place. For the reader, the discussion here emphasizes that the problems with enacting
such a large-scale vision are not technical but social.
Date: Mon, 27 Jun 1994 17:42:13 -0400 (EDT)
From: Paul Southworth <pauls@locust.cic.net>
On Mon, 27 Jun 1994, Stevan Harnad wrote:
> We have heard many predictions about the demise of paper publishing,
> but life is short and the inevitable day still seems a long way off.
> This is a subversive proposal that could radically hasten that day.
OK, let's do it. I'll provide archive space, network connectivity, and accounts for the
maintainers/referees (I think I'm qualified to provide some technical advice, but it sounds
like you should form a committee of delegates from various fields to actually handle the
processing).
Let me know when you're ready. If you decide to launch a pilot, just let me know who I
should give the accounts to and I will give them disk space on a server.
I see several avenues to pursue with regard to this proposal. First, these are resources that I
can immediately bring to bear on the project (i.e., starting tomorrow or as soon as you
would like to roll out...). I'm assuming that I will not personally be doing the archive
maintenance, only the system maintenance.
1. An archive server dedicated to public-access to electronic text files.
2. Space on that server to be maintained by the various referees /archivists associated with
this project. I can offer about one gigabyte of space to start, on an as-needed basis.
3. Accounts for the referees/archivists, unlimited usage, no fees. Accounts to be used for
archive maintenance (and related email /Usenet /Internet exploration).
4. Mailing lists to support communication both with the public and between archivists.
5. Access via anonymous ftp, gopher, and world wide web.
6. Some support for the archivists -- I don't have vast quantities of time for this, but I can
certainly resolve system problems and keep everything backed up to tape.
7. Some support for archive users (problems unrelated to content, which should be handled
by the individuals to whom maintenance is delegated). I see myself as a participant in the
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support process, not taking sole responsibility for it.
In the longer term:
1. I know archivists who already maintain mirror image archives of my electronic text files
in the UK and Australia -- we can approach them to discuss overseas propagation to provide
fast access to users in Europe and the South Pacific.
2. We may be able to work this project in with CICNet's existing efforts to obtain NSF
funding for our Wide Area Information System Resource Management project (WAIRM).
This would include funding for development of technical solutions, and working with the
LOC and major research libraries (and research library associations) to fold quality
electronic publications into established library catalog systems (and ultimately full-text
access in all libraries).
3. Domain registration (are you thinking of incorporating a not-for-profit entity to manage
this?). I can handle the Internic paperwork and the domain name service.
Date: Mon, 27 Jun 94 20:42:16 -0600
From: Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 <ginsparg@qfwfq.lanl.gov>
stevan forwarded to me your message:
> Date: Mon, 27 Jun 1994 17:42:13 -0400 (EDT)
> From: Paul Southworth <pauls@locust.cic.net>
> ok, let's do it. I'll provide archive space, network connectivity, and
> accounts for the maintainers/referees (I think I'm qualified to provide
> some technical advice, but it sounds like you should form a committee of
> delegates from various fields to actually handle the processing).
it might be useful for you first to have a look at what is already running in physics (see
http://xxx.lanl.gov/ and related archives), starting three years ago (and currently with over
20,000 users; processing over 35,000 transactions per day via ftp, www, gopher, and e-mail
servers, with daily e-mail notification to "subscribers" of new submissions received, typically
over 200 per month for more active archives) -- for a general overview that i wrote, see the
blurb link http://xxx.lanl.gov/blurb/ near middle of frontpage.
> I can offer about one gigabyte of space to start, on an as-needed basis.
> 1. I know archivists who already maintain mirror image archives of my
archive on xxx is already somewhat larger, and mirrored in europe and japan. has recently
expanded to areas such as economics and computation and language, and a number of math
archives are about to start in conjunction with msri in berkeley.
> libraries (and research library associations) to fold quality electronic
> publications into established library catalog systems (and ultimately
> full-text access in all libraries).
this is what we have done as a model together with the slac library and its spires-hep index
(see http://slacvm.slac.stanford.edu/FIND/hep )
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> electronic text files in the UK and Australia -which files are these?
let me know if i can provide further info.
Paul Ginsparg
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 1994 12:15:14 -0400 (EDT)
From: Paul Southworth <pauls@locust.cic.net>
On Mon, 27 Jun 1994, Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 wrote:
> it might be useful for you first to have a look at what is already running
> in physics (see http://xxx.lanl.gov/ and related archives), starting three
> years ago (and currently with over 20,000 users; processing over 35,000
> transactions per day via ftp, www, gopher, and e-mail servers,
> with daily e-mail notification to "subscribers" of new submissions
> received, typically over 200 per month for more active archives)
That sounds about like CICNet, with a bit more traffic. We don't do e-mail (which is clearly
important to the success of Stevan's proposal) and we have not developed WWW at all
(mostly since this is just raw ASCII text, compressed). Most of our traffic is via gopher.
ps> > I can offer about one gigabyte of space to start, on an as-needed basis.
ps> > 1. I know archivists who already maintain mirror image archives of my
>
> archive on xxx is already somewhat larger, and mirrored in europe and japan.
> has recently expanded to areas such as economics and computation and
> language, and a number of math archives are about to start in conjunction with
> msri in berkeley.
The 1Gb is what I have in free space currently mounted on the server and immediately
available, not my preexisting archives, which are about 2Gb of GNU zipped text. But
anyway, my purpose is not to get into a bidding war over hosting this project -- it sounds
very much like your site is more appropriate for it, since you are already dead-on with
regard to content. CICNet's archives are content-random with a large amount of
low-quality material grabbed fairly haphazardly. My purpose with regard to Stevan's
proposal was *not* to fold that into what I have running already, since I think it would be
completely inappropriate, but rather to provide a separate facility on a server that is already
a substantial magnet for people looking for text files on the net -- naturally the same
function could be performed by a well-placed link on our server pointing at the LANL site.
If you're prepared to put the resources on line to make it happen, that sounds great and I
will try to provide other assistance.
I think that quality and reputation for high standards will be critical to attracting authors to
the electronic medium, and it looks like the LANL web server is already much farther along
that track than we are.
Perhaps we should think of other uses for free user-accounts at a well connected site that
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can be used for a variety of maintenance purposes, and we can just keep CICNet's
server-side participation down to a link.
ps> > electronic text files in the UK and Australia ->
> which files are these?
Mirrors are on info.anu.edu.au and src.doc.ic.ac.uk. I also have a chunk of political-only files
mirrored on ftp.uu.net. Perhaps we can use some of these prior arrangements to build a
strong distribution network with a sensible level of redundancy.
Paul Southworth
CICNet Archivist
pauls@cic.net
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Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads:
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing
An Internet Discussion about Scientific and Scholarly Journals and
Their Future

III. Who is Responsible?
Does the responsibility for scientific and scholarly findings lie at the grass roots with individual
scholars or should there be institutionalization and centralization -- or both? Nobel Prize Winner
Joshua Lederberg, looking to the practical uses of more and better information that the scientist can
use, introduces the idea of institutional rather than discipline-based archives. From the library
community, encouragement to recover some control over the economic fate of faculty products; then
discussion of the place of the large learned societies in the publishing landscape ensues.
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 94 11:53:03 EDT
From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad@princeton.edu>
> Date: Tue, 28 Jun 94 00:26:17 -0400
> From: Joshua Lederberg <jsl@rockvax.rockefeller.edu>
>
> Dear Steve:
> Now we face some strategy decisions. The new wrinkle that I got from
> what (I thought) you said was to bypass waiting for the disciplines
> to organize themselves; instead let each institution set up its own
> ftp-able archives for all of its scholars. That way, each place can
> also set up its own ground rules. Let the disciplines then come into
> play ad lib with peer review and those embellishments at their own
> pace and microstructure. Physics was a fairly homogeneous ensemble:
> just look at the journal structure compared to biomedicine. For the
> latter, there is scarcely consensus how to classify its subjects.
>
> Institutions also compete with one another, so there is likely to
> be constructive emulation of the pioneers; and there is some tacit
> quality labelling just by the name of the institution.
>
> Josh
That is exactly right. The grass-roots initiative should be at the individual scholars' end:
everyone should establish a personal ftp archive, starting now...
But there's no harm (and a lot of good) in working from both ends (actually, many ends) at
once, and what the two Pauls' respective projects (HEP and CIC) are doing is working on
the centralized repository aspect, which will also be very helpful in getting the dominoes to
fall.
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As soon as a researcher establishes a personal ftp archive, it is on the global map. But what
the two Pauls' projects will do is make the map all the more rationally structured and
navigable. A veronica (or www) search on "lederberg" would already point to your personal
ftp archive, but browsing a HEP or CIC catalogue, especially once hierarchical classification
systems -- plus the all-important quality-control (peer review) tagging -- are implemented,
will be extremely valuable too.
So let us encourage private archiving AND centralized archiving projects. Eventually, a
rational method of automatic link-up and transfer will surely evolve too.
Stevan Harnad
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 94 10:43:31 -0600
From: Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 <ginsparg@qfwfq.lanl.gov>
> Date: Tue, 28 Jun 94 00:26:17 -0400
> From: Joshua Lederberg <jsl@rockvax.rockefeller.edu>
>
> Institutions also compete with one another, so there is likely to
> be constructive emulation of the pioneers; and there is some tacit
> quality labelling just by the name of the institution.
sh> That is exactly right. The grass-roots initiative should be at the
sh> individual scholars' end: everyone should establish a personal ftp
sh> archive, starting now...
sh> But there's no harm (and a lot of good) in working from both ends
sh> (actually, many ends) at once, and what the two Pauls' respective
sh> projects (HEP and CIC) are doing is working on the centralized
sh> repository aspect, which will also be very helpful in getting the
sh> dominoes to fall.
sh> So let us encourage private archiving AND centralized archiving projects.
sh> Eventually, a rational method of automatic link-up and transfer will
sh> surely evolve too.
i have been through this argument many times. when i set up the first physics archives
three years ago, it was clear that a distributed database, with only the indexing and pointers
stored centrally, would be in principle much more desirable than a centralized one. the
problem is that it would have been too restrictive back then to require even that every
physicist have access to his/her own anon ftp site (much less gopher/www server). while
the community may appear "homogeneous" from the exterior, it is nonetheless a global
community with a wide variety of interests and wide variation in computer literacy and
network access. (our indian, chinese, and russian colleagues have only recently established
full internet access -- but still lagging in their local computational infrastructure, high quality
workstations and printers rare i'm told). moreover a significant percentage of papers are
written by transient grad students / postdocs / junior faculty. were they expected to
establish and maintain control over their personal portable archives? if the anon ftp server
was left to the institutional department or library to maintain, how could author maintain
control after leaving? how many dept's have the competence/staffing to maintain such
servers?
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there were just too many unknowns had i not begun with a "lowest common denominator"
e-mail interface and centralized archive, this never would have gotten off the ground. (and
indeed earlier efforts e.g. in mathematics were stillborn for precisely the above reasons)
now with platform for training the userbase, i can implement higher level functionality (e.g.
the www interface) while continuing to democratically support the lowest common
denominator. i estimate that it will still be years before a full distributed database will be
logistically feasible (as opposed to technically feasible, which it already is), but a migration
has begun where people insert pointers to additional resources
(jpegs/mpegs/software/postscript) at their local ftp/gopher/www sites when available
(and any http:... in title/abs is automatically converted to a link for www interface). people
who do not have local archiving capability have recourse to the centralized database which
automatically guarantees stable storage and high bandwidth network access through a
variety of protocols at centralized site (and its mirrors).
Paul Ginsparg
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 1994 12:58:59 -0400 (EDT)
From: Paul Southworth <pauls@locust.cic.net>
On Tue, 28 Jun 1994, Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 wrote:
> Date: Tue, 28 Jun 94 11:53:03 EDT
> From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad@princeton.edu>
>
> Eventually, a rational method of automatic link-up and transfer will
> surely evolve too.
>
> i have been through this argument many times. when i set up the first physics
> archives three years ago, it was clear that a distributed database,
> with only the indexing and pointers stored centrally,
> would be in principle much more desirable than a centralized one.
Obviously a centralized point of access for the end-user is desirable. The issue of local
archives is really a matter of how to handle distributed maintenance by humans in different
locations. We could possibly (a) give out accounts to maintainers on a central server and
delegate areas to them completely, or (b) we could also evaluate wide-area distributed file
systems (such as AFS) as a foundation for the server. Those are both alternatives (with their
own problems) to relying on multiple servers. One other possibility, since I suspect we will
be dealing with a number of specific highly-motivated experts in each area, would be to
house subject-specific servers on location with their caretakers who would be responsible
for coordinating with other archivists working on the same subject area (ie, physics) so as to
have a handful of servers that we link to from the central access point, rather than
thousands of them, one for each professor (in the worst case). Then we could approach
organizations with a proposal for funding specific subject area servers, get them to agree to
a standard for what type of server interfaces to support and how they should look, and then
link them all up with a central access point at the server-application level (ie, http and
gopher). Central access to distributed archives via ftp is not really possible unless we go the
AFS route.
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Date: Tue, 28 Jun 94 17:13:13 EDT
From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad>
> From: Ann Okerson <ann@cni.org>
> Date: Mon, 27 Jun 1994 21:55:51 -0400 (EDT)
>
> Stevan,
>
> Thank you for forwarding me the two messages, though I don't really
> know what they are about (in context).
It was an abstract of a talk I'm to give in London in November, but it served a double
purpose: I also branched it to other interested parties (as usual), including a UNESCO group
headed by Joshua Lederberg that is interested in making the scientific literature available
worldwide.
> However, you may be interested to know that one outcome of the AAU task
> force reports (Association of American Universities) is a recommendation
> from the Intellectual Property Task Force (the one I worked on) to
> involve universities more in publishing the works of their faculty
> electronically.
Bravo. But, as you know, "publishing" is an ambiguous term these days. There are two
distinct questions here: Publishing of the refereed literature, and "publishing" of the preprint
literature. My subversive proposal was intended to make the latter break down the doors
for the former.
All help is welcome, but I find the present path to direct electronic refereed publication too
slow, even with the good will and help of universities and libraries. My proposal would
have all scholars AUTO-"publish" their preprints, in personal ftp archives at their institutions,
and then the subversive step comes as they swap the refereed reprint for the preprint. (I
may be wrong, and it may not do the trick, but there is a good chance it might; so please
pause to note that this is NOT the same as having universities and libraries get directly into
the publishing game. They are welcome to help now, but they will more probably be
needed waiting in the wings when the dominoes fall, just in case the paper publishers are
not ready to retool themselves to take up the slack. [How's that for a hopelessly
miscegenated metaphor?])
> At this point a couple of the universities are interested in doing
> a prototype in which the works of their faculty go up on the Internet
> associated with that university. If the works are subsequently
> published in print or in a more formal way, the version can either
> be replaced or can point to the more formal one -- details to be
> worked out. It is not unlike the preprint model.
The devil is in the details. Before refereeing and publication, they are preprints, the author's
property. After refereeing, acceptance and publication, they are (in virtue of copyright
assignment), the publisher's property, and there immediately arises the critical question of
whether a price-tag will be allowed to intercede between the work and its readers. Call it
what you like, before, it's preprints, after, it's (usually copyrighted) reprints. And my
subversive proposal is intended to shake off for ever the shackles of the pay-to-see model
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that reigns now. By the way, most ftp archives are ALREADY associated with the author's
university, so we're on the same wave-length there. But I think the initiative will have to
come from the author community, initially on an individual basis (though backed up by the
electronic resources of the author's institution). When a critical mass is reached (as it has with
the HEP community), then Universities and Libraries can be poised to jump in if publishers
are not willing or able to do the right thing.
> I imagine we will have a meeting early in the fall (summer is too
> fragmented with vacations and stuff) of the interested parties to
> start to hammer out details. Or at least, I hope so. It seems to me
> that with key, well-endowed American institutions trying this and
> supporting it, we can prove that it can succeed. Or if we fail,
> we will have a better understanding of how/why. I'm very excited
> about this potential.
I agree that it will be helpful to have concerted efforts -- but concerted at what? If the
Universities act preemptively (i.e., before a critical preprint inertial mass is formed) they will
make publishers act preemptively, and authors will be intimidated ("If you publicize your
preprint electronically, we will not consider it for publication; and if you make it available
electronically after publication, you will be in violation of copyright.") That's why I think a
natural subversive process rather than a premature formal confrontation might be the best.
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IV. What Does Electronic Publishing Cost?
Discourse by a leader from the American Chemical Society, one of today's largest and most
electronically seasoned learned society publishers, takes the discussion to a new level and adds
specific detail of costs and economics to the conversation. Whwrhwe electronic publishing will be
cheaper or more expensive than print on paper, at least in the near term, is an important underlying
question.
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 1994 08:41:11 EDT
From: Stevan Harnad <harnad@princeton.edu>
From: lrg96@acs.org (Lorrin Garson)
Date: Wed, 29 Jun 94 15:49:33 EDT
Stevan,
Re below, by all means post to a wide list of interested parties. I'd sincerely love to discover
someone/somehow to reduce journal production costs so that a majority of our expenses
were printing/paper-distribution.
Regards, Lorrin
Publications Division, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.
E-mail: lrg96@acs.org Phone: (202) 872-4541 FAX (202) 872-4389
> From: lrg96@acs.org (Lorrin Garson)
> Date: Mon, 27 Jun 94 19:51:40 EDT
>
> Regarding the phrase "(which I estimate to be less than 25% of paper-page
> costs, contrary to the 75% figure that appears in most current publishers'
> estimates)" from your proposal below, do you mean that printing costs are
> 75% of the total publishing costs? If so, I can assure you this is certainly
> incorrect in scientific/technical publishing. Our experience at the American
> Chemical Society is that printing and paper costs are about 15% of total
> manufacturing costs and the "first copy", or prepress costs are about 85% of
> the total. Could you clarify what you mean? I'd be very interested on what
> basis you make your financial estimates.
>
> Lorrin R. Garson
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Dear Lorrin,
Yes, in fact, the data you have often presented were among the ones I had in mind when I
challenged the 75% figure (though many other publishers have come up with figures similar
to yours 70-85%).
I challenge it on two bases, and they are these:
(1) The calculation according to which the "per-page" savings would be only 25%, leaving
75% still to be paid for is based on how much electronic processing will save in PAPER
publication. The entire superstructure is set up to hurtle headlong toward print on paper, so
if you recalculate that budget and leave out the print-run and a few other things, you find
you're left with 75% of the original expenses. Solution? Exorcise everything having to do
with going into paper, from the bottom up. Budget an electronic-ONLY journal, and the
per-page cost will come out much, much lower (if anything, my 25% is an OVER-estimate).
To put it another way: Your way of doing the figures is rather like challenging the
advantages of automobiles by calculating how much they would save on horse-feed.
(2) But, if that is not enough, I also speak from experience: I edit both a paper and an
electronic journal. Although the two are not entirely comparable, and the paper one
undeniably still has a much larger submission rate and annual page count, the true costs of
the electronic one are an order of magnitude lower even making allowances for this. And
this is not because anyone is working for free, or because the Net is giving the journal a free
ride (it gives -- as I delight in showing audiences in (numerical) figures -- an incomparably
bigger free ride to porno-graphics, flaming, and trivial pursuit, and THAT is much riper for
being put onto a trade model than esoteric scholarly publication, the flea on the tail of the
dog, which I believe we would all benefit from granting a free ride on the airwaves in
perpetuum).
If we charged PSYCOLOQUY's readership (now estimated at 40,000) their share of the true
costs, they would have to pay 25 cents per year (down from 50 cents a couple of years ago,
as the readership grew and costs actually shrank; and thanks in part also to centralized
subscriber-list handling at EARN, much of it automatized, as well as to developments such
as gopher and world-wide-web, which are rapidly replacing the subscriber model by the
browser model altogether in electronic publication).
PSYCOLOQUY is subsidized by the APA, which is also a large psychology paper publisher. I
don't know what proportion of the APA's or ACS's publications are esoteric: I am NOT
speaking about publications on which the author expects to make money from the sale of
the text. But for that no-market portion of the literature, re-do your figures with the
endpoint being a URL file in WWW for all those published articles. Reckon only the true
costs of implementing peer review, processing manuscripts (electronically), editing,
copy-editing, proof-reading, etc., and then finally electronic archiving and maintenance. I
predict that you will be surprised by the outcome; but this cannot be reckoned by striking a
few items from the ledger based on how you do things presently.
Best wishes, Stevan
> Date: Tue, 28 Jun 1994 16:28:49 +0100
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> From: "Paul F. Burton" <paul@dis.strath.ac.uk">
> Subject: Re: Subversive Proposal
>
> A note to thank you for the notice of your "subversive proposal", but why
> be subversive about it? I've suggested at two conferences this year that
> universities should take back the electronic publication of work done by
> their staff (most of it research carried out with public funds), though I
> have not been as direct as your proposal :-). My personal view is that
> commercial publishers are running scared of electronic publishing, which is
> why they seem to be involved in so many projects.
>
> It seems to me that this is an idea whose time has just arrived. Do you
> think that the Follett Report proposals could include a feasibility study
> of this? I'd be interested in discussing the idea further with you, if you
> have time.
>
> BTW, I seem to have two addresses for you (Southampton and Princeton) so
> I'm sending this to both, as I'd value your comments.
Paul, It is indeed a subversive proposal, and here's why: Many of us already share the
DESIRE for electronic publication in place of paper; the question is, How to get there from
here? Life is short. The subversion is in not trying to do it directly, by taking on the
all-powerful paper flotilla head-on. Forget about electronic publishing. Leave the
"publishing" to them. Simply archive your PREprints (on which you have not ceded
copyright to anyone) in a public ftp archive. Let EVERYONE (or a critical mass) do that. And
then nature will take its course. (Everyone will, quite naturally, swap the reprint for the
preprint at the moment of acceptance for publication, and before paper publishers can
mobilize to do anything about it, the battle will be lost, and they will be faced with an
ultimatum: either re-tool NOW, so that you recover your real costs and a fair return by
some means other than interposing a price-tag between [esoteric, no-market] papers and
their intended readership, or others will step in and do it instead of you.)
This IS subversive. Direct appeals (whether to authors or to publishers) to "publish
electronically" are not subversive; they have simply proven hopelessly slow. And at this rate
(esoteric) paper publishers will be able to successfully prolong the status quo for well into
the foreseeable future -- to the eternal disadvantage of learned inquiry itself, which is the
one that has been suffering most from this absurd Faustian bargain for the centuries that
paper was the esoteric author's only existing expedient for PUBLICation at all.
Paper publishers, by the way, are, quite understandably, looking for much less radical
solutions. These compromises are mostly in the category of "hybrid" publication (paper and
electronic), and they share the fatal flaw of (esoteric -- remember, I am speaking only of
esoteric, non-trade, no-market) paper publication: requiring a price for admission to a show
that has virtually no audience, yet is essential to us all!
I have no animus against paper publishers. It's natural for them to do whatever they can to
preserve the status quo, or something close to it. But necessity is the mother of invention,
and my subversive proposal would awaken their creative survival skills. And if they wish to
survive (in esoteric publication -- I cannot repeat this often enough: what I am proposing is
NOT applicable to literature that actually has a market, one in which the author really has
hopes of selling his words, and a market is interested in buying them, for there there is no
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Faustian pact; it is in the interests of BOTH parties, author and publisher, to charge
admission at the door -- if publishers wish to survive in ESOTERIC publication, they will
have to change from a trade to a subsidy model for recovering the substantially lower true
costs of electronic-ONLY publication).
My claim that the true per-page cost of electronic publication will be 25% of current
per-page paper costs rather than the 75% that has been quoted over and over, has been
challenged (by Lorrin Garson of the American Chemical Society) and I have attempted to
support my estimate above.
We can discuss this any time (we ARE doing so right now). I'm at Princeton till end of
August, then at Southampton. Both email addresses will continue to reach me.
Stevan Harnad
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 94 11:36:59 -0600
From: Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 <ginsparg@qfwfq.lanl.gov>
stevan,
some quick comments re your lorrin garson and paul burton exchange.
sh> (1) The calculation according to which the "per-page" savings would be
sh> only 25%, leaving 75% still to be paid for is based on how much
sh> electronic processing will save in PAPER publication. The entire
...
sh> To put it another way: Your way of doing the figures is rather like
sh> challenging the advantages of automobiles by calculating how much
sh> they would save on horse-feed.
thank you for making this point so explicitly. the meeting with the amer phys society is now
set for mid oct, and i am more satisfied with the agenda (it seems that it is not an entirely
monolithic organization, and at least some within are starting to respond to community
pressure). if for any reason you have had a long-standing urge to visit santa fe and would
be free that weekend, you would be more than welcome to participate at our expense
(especially when it comes to issues of quality control and peer review).
sh> as the readership grew and costs actually shrank; and thanks in part
sh> also to centralized subscriber-list handling at EARN, much of it
sh> automatized, as well as to developments such as gopher and worldsh> wide-web, which are rapidly replacing the subscriber model by
sh> the browser model altogether in electronic publication).
for the physics e-print archives, i have been observing the relative "subscriber" and
"browser" model activities. (for e-mail and ftp access, i have data going back to '91; for
gopher and www going back to '92 [the www url btw is http://xxx.lanl.gov/, mentioned
this last jan but wasn't clear if you had client for that yet. useful as at least one model for
how to organize things, with no tendency to the feared chaos, at least in the short term.]
there seem to be two equally committed camps, the "subscriber" camp by far the majority
(in this case subscription means receiving a daily list of new abstracts, typically 10 new
abstracts per weekday on the more active archives, about half that on the average ones). i
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personally am in the minority browser camp, and don't really understand the subscriber
mentality (who needs all the intrusive daily e-mail? in the old days we browsed journals or
preprints when we felt the urge, not when they invaded our privacy...), but "subscribers"
here claim that is a convenient feature of the electronic system that they get such daily
reminders, and that receiving things parcelled out in daily pieces facilitates keeping up (and
moreover being *forced* to go through them to avoid a clogged mailbox). the minority
"browsers", on the other hand, instantly cancelled their subscriptions when high quality gui
browsing was enabled. bottom line is: evidently there will remain both kinds, and both
should be accommodated.
pb>> My personal view is that commercial publishers
pb>> are running scared of electronic publishing, which is
bingo.
pb >> It seems to me that this is an idea whose time has just arrived. Do you
pb >> think that the Follett Report proposals could include a feasibility study
pb >> of this? I'd be interested in discussing the idea further with you, if you
pb >> have time.
again you are welcome to any of the data i've collected, if interested. the net result is certain
to increase dramatically the pressure on publishers of esoteric material.
> From: harnad
sh> (Everyone will, quite naturally, swap the reprint for the preprint at
sh> the moment of acceptance for publication, and before paper publishers
sh> can mobilize to do anything about it, the battle will be lost, and they
sh> will be faced with an ultimatum: either re-tool NOW, so that you
sh> recover your real costs and a fair return by some means other than
sh> interposing a price-tag between [esoteric, no-market] papers and their
sh> intended readership, or others will step in and do it instead of you.)
yup, i forwarded these comments from you to the aps people so they can appreciate that
the rest of the academic world shares many of our concerns, and may soon be catching up
in preprint activity.
sh> I have no animus against paper publishers. It's natural for them to do
sh> whatever they can to preserve the status quo, or something close to it.
i didn't use to, one seems to be growing on me over past few years.
sh> if, as I say,
sh> publishers wish to survive in ESOTERIC publication, they will have to
sh> change from a trade to a subsidy model for recovering the substantially
sh> lower true costs of electronic-ONLY publication).
my current guess (hope?) is that the big publishing companies will ultimately drop out of
the esoteric market, since the bottom line will not be so interesting to them (currently
libraries spend over $10,000/year on subscriptions to single journals such as nuclear physics
b -- those will be the first to go). professional societies, on the other hand, are likely to
survive and still may be of use. my own professional society (aps) is coming to terms with a
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fait accompli, and is now ponsoring a major meeting on my home turf with what appears to
be in principle a forward-looking agenda.
keep me informed on your initiative (though i too will be in europe for most of the
summer, organizing a physics summer school in the french alps [les houches, near
chamonix], will occasionally hunt and peck on minitel and transpose all my q's and z's)
Paul Ginsparg
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Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads:
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing
An Internet Discussion about Scientific and Scholarly Journals and
Their Future

V. Suggestions and Strategies
Several scientists contribute. One is a long-time editor of a substantive electronic newsletter for
computer scientists and shares his economic perspectives. Another volunteers to promote the Harnad
proposal. Another, a creator of the World Wide Web, comments and offers encouragement for the
future. Yet another sees a role for the European Community. Striking is the consensus of the
proposal's proponents that practical actions can take precedence for the time being over broader
considerations.
Date: Sat 2 Jul 94 00:18:20-PDT
From: Ken Laws <LAWS@ai.sri.com>
I'll second Stevan Harnad's economic estimate, and his general philosophy. I publish a
weekly 32KB newsletter. The electronic circulation is irrelevant in terms of cost. I also send
out hardcopy, for which I charge postage and an extra $.25 per week for printing and
handling. (I have one hardcopy subscriber, but would want to print out a copy for my own
use in any case. It takes me about half an hour to do the formatting, as I haven't purchased a
good layout program yet.)
Total costs, including advertising and supplies, have been about $2,000 per year + network
access costs (free, in my case) + an occasional purchase of computer hardware or software +
whatever my time is worth. I've included the cost of news sources (i.e., subscriptions and
professional memberships) in that $2,000; obviously one could pay much more -- even
millions, for a weekly such as Newsweek. Harnad's proposal concerned esoteric publishing,
which usually uses free material. The peer review -- which I omit -- is also free, except for
the correspondence and "shepherding" expenses.
If you don't go after a large readership, there's no advertising expense. If you don't edit
authors' papers, there's very little editing expense. If you use LISTSERV or MajorDomo,
there's no clerical expense. That's why most net services are free.
Unfortunately, the next level of quality requires at least one paid professional. Money must
be collected somehow; either sponsors must be courted or customers must be billed. Net
commerce isn't well developed yet, so billing and payment are major hassles. Clerical help
with the billing can add to the cost, so sponsorship is usually the better option. I've been
advocating self-publication for several years now. Stevan has always insisted on the need
for peer review, whereas I see it as optional. Peer review certainly adds an exciting dynamic
to his e-journals, and may help in satisfying sponsors. Vanity publishing has entirely
different benefits. I expect that both will do well. What will not survive is redundant
publishing of slightly varying conference papers, journal articles, and collected works with
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delays of 1-3 years. Publish or perish has pushed academic publishing to the point of
collapse, with library budgets no longer able to archive everything that any scientist wants
to record for posterity. That function will now fall to FTP publishing as Stevan suggests, or
possibly to CD ROM publishing of tech report archives. Hardcopy publication will become
more reader-driven (reader pulled?) instead of author/sponsor-driven, and only the
highest-quality collections will appear in print. For those, editing and publishing costs will
remain high.
-- Ken Laws, Computists' Communique
Date: Mon, 4 Jul 1994 12:23:34 -0400 (EDT)
From: "Lloyd S. Etheredge" <letedge@access.digex.net>
Subject: Re: Possible Strategy re shift to electronic publishing
To: Stevan Harnad <harnad@Princeton.EDU>
> On Thu, 16 Jun 1994, Stevan Harnad wrote:
> Lloyd, can I have your permission to post the following to vpiej-l,
> the list of electronic journals editors and publishers (and perhaps
> a couple of other pertinent lists)?
Steve- Please feel free to post. Sorry for the delay - I was away from my desk for a bit. I'll
have a more thoughtful response to you soon. Good points - I think we need a strategy.
Lloyd
[Ed. Note: Below, Harnad extracts from original Etheredge message, sent to him personally
from Etheredge. It had not appeared heretofore in the public discussion.]
le>> Date: Thu, 16 Jun 1994 00:53:24 -0400 (EDT)
le>> From: "Lloyd S. Etheredge" <letedge@access.digex.net>
le>>
le>> Re pushing over the house of cards we discussed (the 80% of scientific
le>> journals that might be more efficiently published in electronic form): It
le>> might be timely to talk with a range of people in American science, ask
le>> what they believe is needed, and whether a common strategy would help.
le>>
le>> I.e., perhaps UNESCO can help. But this is, first, an American problem le>> it's our journals, and our systems of payment, that are critical.
le>>
le>> I can devote shoe leather to this, esp. in the Washington area. Anyone
le>> you think might be useful to consult?
There is no single person or organization "in charge" of the current flotilla of paper journals.
One can of course talk to individual authors, publishers, or societies, but the reason there is
not much headway to be made there is that they wouldn't really know what to do. At the
agency level, the best strategy is to encourage funders to encourage electronic
"PREpublication," and to cover the expense in the research grant.
At the individual scholar level, as I said, by far the best strategy is public ftp/http archives
for all preprints. This could be supplemented by encouraging learned societies to bundle and
mirror their members' archives in a central repository (even just links and pointers to the
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home archives would do); the idea is to have high-profile global access TO all scientists' and
scholars' work FOR all scientists/scholars. Scholars' societies, universities and other learned
and scientific organizations can scale up the individual ftp/http archive visibility (already a
huge step forward) by providing centralized subject-coded indices, etc. This should have
low-end versions (ftp, archie, gopher) and high-end as well (www, mosaic, hytelnet), to
include the full range of Internet users.
le>> A quick & practical solution might be to suggest a change in federal
le>> policy. The Clinton Administration could welcome the opportunity to
le>> take a leading role in developing the benefits of the Information Age in
le>> this area - and change the outmoded policies it inherited.
le>>
le>> E.g., What would you think about requiring that all publications based on
le>> research underwritten by public funds should, within one year of any
le>> initial publication in printed form, be made publicly available in (a
le>> standard) electronic form? (The copyright holders will still be entitled
le>> to a reasonable fee for use.)
Good idea, but "requiring" it may take some fight and time, whereas "encouraging" it might
go more smoothly. Re-think the copyright issue, though, because it is a red herring:
(Esoteric) scholars and scientists (i.e., most of us, most of the time) do not expect, and do not
get, fees for their publications. None. Our publishers do (reasonably, because paper costs a
lot of money to produce and disseminate). But in the electronic age, 75% or more of the real
expense of paper is out of the loop!
So re-think copyright. It is no longer protecting an expensive technological investment in
making the scholar's words "public" (that's what "publishing" does, after all). And since there
is in reality virtually no "market" for those esoteric words, why not just scrap all thinking in
terms of "fees" -- or, if anything, think of the fees as what the author's research grant PAYS
in order to reach the limited number of esoteric peer-eyeballs there are in the world for a
given scholarly work.
Also, there is a built in conflict of interest in this hybrid print/net idea, one that will either be
(understandably) resisted by paper publishers outright, or used as a means of constraining
the electronic version to the same pay-per-view economics as paper for a LONG time to
come. That means the continuing irrational and counterproductive denial of the freedom of
access to esoteric scholarly work that the economics of print have necessitated for centuries.
I prefer my noncoercive (but subversive) solution: Get all scholars to make ALL preprints of
their work available publicly, by anonymous ftp/http NOW. The rest (replacing the preprint
in due time by its refereed version, including in the archive "reprints" of previously
published articles, etc. etc.) will take care of itself as the house of cards falls.
Your hybrid proposal is just extrapolating the Faustian alliance with paper, when what we
should be trying to do is to shake free of it at last. The CORE of that freedom, is FREE
GLOBAL ACCESS TO scholars' (esoteric) work FOR all scholars, in perpetuum, with the
minimal true costs (less, probably much less, than 25% of what they are now) borne by
those in whose interests the free access would exist: the scholars themselves (as authors,
learned societies, learned institutions, and research-supporting arms of government).
In brief: Paper means substantial expense. Substantial expense means copyright protection.
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Copyright protection means fees. Fees mean "protection" of the scholars' work from
nonpaying eyeballs. THAT is precisely what the scholar does NOT want. Hence the conflict
of interest in the Faustian alliance. Solution: Break out of the paper mold entirely, not by
brute force, but by the gentle force of the push of scholarly inquiry itself. With the preprint
(and eventually the reprint) universally available for free electronically, the rest of the
unnecessary edifice will peacefully vanish in the "perestroika" quietly occasioned by the
ftp/http subversion...
le>> This might be a happy solution politically. It changes the incentives in a
le>> reasonable way, without imposing a ban. As a first step, it assures that
le>> print publication can continue (& with advertising revenue) & will be
l>> attractive (i.e., people will subscribe if they want the results quickly),
le>> but also assures that everything will be available electronically
le>> (worldwide) after the first year.
Advertising is a red herring too. First, most esoteric journals don't even carry any (or no
significant amount). Second, it too is part of the old Faustian bargain: What do ads have to
do with my research results? They are things I reluctantly swallow (along with paper access
fees restricting my readership) in exchange for reaching my audience AT ALL. Why
resurrect these gratuitous barriers in a new medium where they are not needed or wanted?
le>> This first step also breaks open the current mindset & de facto
le>> might get everything available in electronic form almost immediately le>> i.e., if a journal or authors are expected to overcome the inertia and
le>> prepare the electronic form anyway, why not just mount the tape now?
le>> They can create a pricing structure for the first year that costs more than a
le>> membership & paper subscription & slowly reduce prices, under pressure
le>> from their members & with the benefit of experience, to see how far they
le>> can go without losing total income. And they may be pleasantly surprised
le>> to find that the elasticities are in their favor - i.e., a much larger, and
le>> growing, global N of new readers whose fees for early on-line accessing of
le>> individual articles sums to more than the revenue they lose.]
I doubt it, because the hybrid solution you are hoping will generate a benign transition has
all the incentives for self-perpetuation built into it. FREE UNIVERSAL ACCESS (to esoteric
scholarly and scientific work) is the goal. Paper costs money, and is the only justification for
charging money. What we need is a solution that gets paper out of the loop entirely. A
hybrid structure, with fees blocking both paper and electronic access, can only DELAY the
day, rather than hasten it. In fact, it is no doubt paper publishers' dream that such a hybrid
solution will hold back the day forever! How are you envisioning the shrinking prices, given
the low "hit" rate for the average esoteric article?
The goal is indeed to switch to a system where the remaining true expenses of publication
are covered, but that's going to have to be up-front payment (subsidy through author page
charges or learned society or institutional consortium support). There is just no continuous
line that will get you from THERE (a subscription-based trade model) to HERE (a
subsidy-based free model). All the internal forces of the hybrid structure are conspiring
against it. Hence the need for a noncoercive, parallel solution (that will subvert the whole
house of cards).
I do think that publishers can play a role in this, but then they must explicitly rejoin on the
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subsidized-model end, rather than hoping to continue on the trade model.
le>> If the new rule goes through, I suspect lots of folks (in addition to
le>> AT&T) will step-forward to offer the global services. To judge from
le>> yesterday's Times, Sprint & its new global (European) partners might be
le>> interested; and the MCI/British Telecom alliance.
le>> Any alternative ways to get this going with changes in federal
le>> policy? (I'll also ask for advice about a wider range of strategies,
le>> including appeals to statesmanship, etc.)
Let's talk and think some more before making policy recommendations...
Stevan
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 12:37:45 EDT
From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad>
Here is a reply from Paul Ginsparg, with whom I completely concur, deferring to his greater
technical expertise and experience on every point where he corrects my own errors and
inaccuracies.
-- Stevan Harnad
P.S. Paul: whenever I give talks about this, I ALWAYS describe your project as the model for
it all.
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 00:04:46 -0600
From: Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 <ginsparg@qfwfq.lanl.gov>
To: letedge@access.digex.net
Subject: Re: Possible Strategy re shift to electronic publishing
Cc: harnad@Princeton.EDU, serialst@uvmvm.BITNET, vpiej-l@vtvm1.BITNET
lloyd (le),
stevan h (sh) forwarded to me your message. few quick comments:
le>> Re pushing over the house of cards we discussed (the 80% of scientific
le>> journals that might be more efficiently published in electronic form): It
le>> might be timely to talk with a range of people in American science, ask
le>> what they believe is needed, and whether a common strategy would help.
le>>
le>> I.e., perhaps UNESCO can help. But this is, first, an American problem le>> it's our journals, and our systems of payment, that are critical.
sometimes stevan forgets to mention that some such archives have already been on-line for
as much as three years, and can serve as a useful model (especially as an existence-proof that
they need not necessarily lead to chaos in the short term, as many would predict -- the
longer term remains an open question). the physics and related e-print archives, for
example, have over 20,000 dedicated users and already over 30,000 accumulated
submissions, typically processing over 35,000 transactions per day.
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(the submissions are processed, archived, and indexed automatically --and are made
available by e-mail, anonymous ftp, and www from the main site and various mirrored sites
[full text, including equations and in-line figures]. subscribers are automatically notified of
new submissions via e-mail'ed abstracts. for www access, use: http://xxx.lanl.gov/; for
e-mail help, send a message e.g. To: hep-th@xxx.lanl.gov Subject: help; for more info see the
"blurb" link on the xxx frontpage, or send a message to the above e-mail address with
Subject: get blurb. the system is unstaffed and unsupported -- to date i have had little success
with certain funding agencies but a decision on an nsf proposal is due sometime before the
fall).
these systems have entirely supplanted recognized journals as the primary disseminators of
research information in certain fields (with their sole current virtue being instant
retransmission -- the next generation of hypertexted submissions and discussion threads,
currently undergoing implementation, will further reconfigure the landscape). my own
professional society (and sometimes publisher), the American Physical Society, has at last
been jolted from complacency and has scheduled a meeting to take place this fall in Santa Fe
to start plotting their future role in the electronic realm. their role remains uncertain, but the
overwhelming commitment of the community to electronic distribution is a fait accompli.
sh> At the individual scholar level, as I said, by far the best strategy is
sh> public ftp/http archives for all preprints. This could be supplemented by
sh> encouraging learned societies to bundle and mirror their members'
sh> archives in a central repository (even just links and pointers to the
sh> home archives would do); the idea is to have high-profile global access
sh> TO all scientists' and scholars' work FOR all scientists/scholars.
sh> Scholars' societies, universities and other learned and scientific
sh> organizations can scale up the individual ftp/http archive visibility
sh> (already a huge step forward) by providing centralized subject-coded
sh> indices, etc. This should have low-end versions (ftp, archie, gopher)
sh> and high-end as well (www, mosaic, hytelnet), to include the full range
sh> of Internet users.
actually since mosaic is just one of many co-equal www clients, it doesn't make sense to say
(www,mosaic,...) [would be like saying (gopher, xgopher, ...)] - also the gopher people
might object to being characterized in the low-end (it is after all a stateless protocol like the
http used by www, unlike the stateful protocol of ftp, and nothing to do with archie
indexing), but no matter they are not long for the world.
as i have commented to stevan, even in my own highly computer literate community (2nd
only *perhaps* to the computer science community) it would still be unrealistic to expect
everyone to be in a position to maintain his/her own public server (due to transient nature
of students, postdocs, junior faculty active in research; and also given global nature of
community -- this is not just an american problem -- where not everyone is entirely caught
up). that is why the short-term must include a combination of centralized archives and
centralized indices with pointers to distributed local archives (and why i maintain a fully
functional lowest common denominator e-mail interface for submission/retrieval so that no
one is left behind, while the more fortunate can preferentially use the higher level
interfaces).
le>> E.g., What would you think about requiring that all publications based on
le>> research underwritten by public funds should, within one year of any
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le>> initial publication in printed form, be made publicly available in (a
le>> standard) electronic form? (The copyright holders will still be entitled
le>> to a reasonable fee for use.)
a fine idea, except i don't believe that authors should sign over their copyrights at all. i
intend to retain 100% possession of my ideas in the form i produce them, publishers are
welcome to keep their alleged "value-added" (i.e. the superficial appearance they produce,
typically with added typos and other errors). starting 10 years ago, we no longer needed
publishers to turn our drafts into something that had a polished superficial appearance.
starting more recently, we no longer need them for their distribution network -- we have
something much better. what we really need now is to extract just their certification and
filtering roles to organize the information for more efficient retrieval of quality material. this
can be implemented in a large number of creative ways (some discussed by stevan in his
earlier "scholarly skywriting" articles, some others will be hammered out with the amer
phys society this fall, and perhaps even implemented shortly thereafter [with or without
them]).
let me know if i can provide any further info, Paul Ginsparg
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 11:55:53 +0200
From: Tim Berners-Lee <timbl@www3.cern.ch>
Subject: Re: Possible Strategy re shift to electronic publishing
sh: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad@princeton.edu>
le: "Lloyd S. Etheredge" <letedge@access.digex.net>
sh> There is no single person or organization "in charge" of the current
sh> flotilla of paper journals. One can of course talk to individual
sh> authors, publishers, or societies, but the reason there is not much
sh> headway to be made there is that they wouldn't really know what to do.
sh> At the agency level, the best strategy is to encourage funders to
sh> encourage electronic "PREpublication," and to cover the expense in the
sh> research grant.
In my experience of trying to promote a change, those "in charge" are liable to be the least
susceptible to persuasion. Change spreads from the grass roots -- to get from one state of
society to another you have to make a path each step of which is taken by a different person
somewhere, and each step of which is downhill. In the case of high energy physics, for
example, scientists resorted to the net because they needed the speed of publication. There
was no mandate from above. A way that you could expedite such a move in other
disciplines would be for example to set up a free preprint repository which would accept
papers in whatever form it is easiest for the author to provide, for example in postscript by
email, and make them easily findable by providing good indexing. Put a cheerful front page
to the archive: put some graphics in at the top to encourage readers. Let the thing run with a
few gigabytes of disk space, and see whether society responds. You will have to jump start
it probably with an injection of existing archives of papers, or pointers to them: otherwise,
you will never get a critical product of readership and information base.
sh> At the individual scholar level, as I said, by far the best strategy is
sh> public ftp/http archives for all preprints. This could be supplemented by
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sh> encouraging learned societies to bundle and mirror their members'
sh> archives in a central repository (even just links and pointers to the
sh> home archives would do);
Yes -- though the societies may see this as being in competition with their own journals. The
interests of their members should be pointed out.
sh> the idea is to have high-profile global access TO all scientists' and
sh> scholars' work FOR all scientists/scholars. Scholars' societies,
sh> universities and other learned and scientific organizations can scale up
sh> the individual ftp/http archive visibility (already a huge step forward)
sh> by providing centralized subject-coded indices, etc.
I see this as one excellent role for the academies of science -- to provide indexes of the works
of their members, and of their members.
sh> This should have low-end versions (ftp, archie, gopher)
sh> and high-end as well (www, mosaic, hytelnet), to include the full range
sh> of Internet users.
Given lynx, the www client for the vt100, one hardly has to be a "high-end" user to use
www. WWW was designed to cover the range. (Terms: archie is an index of ftp sites, and so
is not appropriate to this set of retrieval systems. "www" is a line-mode interface to the
WWW, and mosaic is one of the graphic user interfaces to WWW. Hytelnet is a database of
telnet sites, and so is not appropriate to this set.)
le>> A quick & practical solution might be to suggest a change in federal
le>> policy. The Clinton Administration could welcome the opportunity to
le>> take a leading role in developing the benefits of the Information Age
le>> in this area - and change the outmoded policies it inherited.
le>>
le>> E.g., What would you think about requiring that all publications based
le>> on research underwritten by public funds should, within one year of any
le>> initial publication in printed form, be made publicly available in (a
le>> standard) electronic form?
Possible -- though federal policy change is not always the quickest and easiest solution.
sh> In brief: Paper means substantial expense. Substantial expense means
sh> copyright protection. Copyright protection means fees. Fees mean
sh> "protection" of the scholar's work from nonpaying eyeballs. THAT is
sh> precisely what the scholar does NOT want. Hence the conflict of interest
sh> in the Faustian alliance. Solution: Break out of the paper mold
sh> entirely, not by brute force, but by the gentle force of the push of
sh> scholarly inquiry itself. With the preprint (and eventually the reprint)
sh> universally available for free electronically, the rest of the
sh> unnecessary edifice will peacefully vanish in the "perestroika"
sh > quietly occasioned by the ftp/http subversion...
You might find it is already happening anyway...(But when it has happened, you may want
to pay for the filtering done by a good review system, I suspect!)
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Tim Berners-Lee
CERN
Geneva, Switzerland
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 13:08:03 EDT
From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad@princeton.edu>
Note: I have to point out that behind the desideratum shared by many of us -- that the
esoteric scientific and scholarly literature can and should be made available electronically to
all for free, and that public ftp/http archives may well hasten the day when they are -- there
are some NONdivisive differences of opinion regarding the need for quality control (peer
review, editing/copy-editing). Nothing hinges on them for the matter at hand. I just happen
to be relatively conservative on that subtopic, and Andrew Odlyzko relatively laissez-faire.
Stevan Harnad
From: david@arch.ping.dk (David Stodolsky)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 11:13:21 +0200 (MET DST)
sh> I do think that publishers can play a role in this, but then they must
sh> explicitly rejoin on the subsidized-model end, rather than hoping to
sh> continue on the trade model.
If we can locate a European Publisher that will cooperate, then there is a good chance of
getting at least of few years of subsidy under the EU's Fourth Framework for R & D. In the
Telematics area, there is supposedly going to be an emphasis on applications, as opposed to
infrastructure development, which has been the main line so far. Directorate General XIII/E
has already funded exploratory actions in multimedia publishing, using Third Framework
money for feasibility projects preparing for the Information Engineering program under
the new Fourth Framework. Two of the examples of areas suitable for pilot applications
listed:
o the development of new forms of Sci. & Tech. publishing using networks and
exchangeable media
o sector specific demo projects from electronic products and services such as electronic
newspaper or magazine development
My feeling, however, is that the publishers are a lost cause due to the conflict of interest. I
think a better option is a company that benefits from the move to on-line access. If scientists
are going to develop their reputations on-line, then security is essential. Maybe one of the
smart card producers would cooperate. I am investigating these companies in connection
with another project and can bring this up as an option. Network operators also are a
possibility. RARE is coordinating some activity, but I have yet to see anything definite.
For further info fax to:
European Commission
DG XIII, Directorate E
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JMO C4/024
L-2920 Luxembourg
Fax: (352) 430132847
Contact: R. F. de Bruine
David S. Stodolsky, PhD
Internet: stodolsk@andromeda.rutgers.edu
Peder Lykkes Vej 8, 4. tv.
Internet: david@arch.ping.dk
DK-2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark
Voice + Fax: + 45 32 97 66 74
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Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads:
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing
An Internet Discussion about Scientific and Scholarly Journals and
Their Future

VI. Reprise
Ginsparg and Harnad return to speculation about the practical elements of the proposal. The first of a
series of responses from the library community follows.
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 16:45:23 EDT
From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad>
> Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 13:02:05 -0600
> From: Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 <ginsparg@qfwfq.lanl.gov>
>
> tks for forwarding latest group of messages. sounds exciting, almost
> regret i'm about to go incommunicado for two months
> (but will try to check in with berners-lee later this month at cern on my
> way to the french alps [les houches, near chamonix] for the summer school
> i'm organizing). Paul Ginsparg
Paul, if possible, please tune in one more time to reply to Lorrin Garson's reply to me. I'll be
posting that next. He makes two points, one correct (that my journal is mostly text, and that
text costs less than Tex and graphics) and one incorrect (that Tex and graphics will cost more
rather than less than paper). I continue to stand by my <25% figure but for technical text and
graphics I am on weaker ground because I don't have data of my own. Please chime in if
you feel it is appropriate. I know that David Stodolsky has said he will; and there are already
several technical e-journal editors who can give figures too. But your project is the biggest,
and it's certainly not primarily text.
A reply to your earlier message follows. Sorry for the delay. I was swamped. In it I discuss
our slight differences on the need for quality control (I want to make sure they are not
conflated with the cost issue).
Stevan Harnad
> Date: Fri, 1 Jul 94 11:36:59 -0600
> From: Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 <ginsparg@qfwfq.lanl.gov>
>
>From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad@Princeton.EDU>
>To: lrg96@acs.org
>Subject: Re: Subversive Proposal
>Date: Fri, 1 Jul 94 05:51:45 EDT
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>
sh> (1) The calculation according to which the "per-page" savings would be
sh> only 25%, leaving 75% still to be paid for is based on how much
sh> electronic processing will save in PAPER publication. The entire
sh>
sh> To put it another way: Your way of doing the figures is rather like
sh> challenging the advantages of automobiles by calculating how much
sh> they would save on horse-feed.
sh>
pg> thank you for making this point so explicitly. the meeting with the
pg> amer phys society is now set for mid oct, and i am more satisfied with
pg> the agenda (it seems that it is not an entirely monolithic
pg> organization, and at least some within are starting to respond to
pg> community pressure). if for any reason you have had a long-standing
pg> urge to visit santa fe and would be free that weekend, you would be
pg> more than welcome to participate at our expense (especially when it
pg> comes to issues of quality control and peer review).
Hi Paul,
I'll be in Southampton by then, but if you can get my trip and lodging covered, I'd be happy
to come (though I'll need to know the exact dates very quickly, so I can get it on my
schedule at Southampton).
I'm aware that you and I don't see quite eye-to-eye on the quality-control/peer-review
question, but I think it will be a central one in a lot of people's minds, so I think it's important
to be very explicit (and aware) about the options. I'm in the middle here, between those
who argue that it's the cost of quality control that necessitates sticking to the trade model (I
completely disagree) and those who argue that quality control itself is unnecessary and the
Net can control its own quality (I completely disagree). In some ways (in my view), these
two opposing positions (status-quo versus anarchy), especially if they are seen as the two
main options, are among the main obstacles to reaching a sensible solution soon. The
reactionaries will cling to the paper/pay-per-view model, even on the Net, in the name of
maintaining the quality of the literature, and the anarchists will reject refereeing and editing
in the name of "democracy."
It's for this reason that it would be good to see the quality-control issue pulled out of this
fray. I oppose the pay-per-view model completely, yet I advocate a very conventional form
of quality control. The critical point is that the two are dissociable, so going purely electronic
does NOT leave only two options: paying for quality control on the trade model or else
giving it up for anarchic self-regulation. You can have a rigorously refereed and carefully
edited electronic literature and still make it available for free to all. THAT's the point of view
I'd like to represent. And if you yourself happen to favor a model with looser
quality-control constraints, it is still to your advantage (and mine) to have allies on the
free-access issue (which is the really radical one) who happen to have different views on
quality control. Then no one can link the two factors, dividing and conquering by pitting the
radicals against one another (free-access/controlled-product vs.
free-access/uncontrolled-product), as if the issue were quality information vs. free
information.
sh> as the readership grew and costs
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sh> actually shrank; and thanks in part also to centralized subscriber-list
sh> handling at EARN, much of it automatized, as well as to developments
sh> such as gopher and world-wide-web, which are rapidly replacing the
sh> subscriber model by the browser model altogether in electronic publication)
pg> for the physics e-print archives, i have been observing the relative
pg> "subscriber" and "browser" model activities.
pg > but "subscribers"
pg> here claim that is a convenient *feature* of the electronic system
pg> that they get such daily reminders, and that receiving things
pg> parcelled out in daily pieces facilitates keeping up (and moreover
pg> being *forced* to go through them
pg> to avoid a clogged mailbox). the minority "browsers", on
pg> the other hand, instantly cancelled their subscriptions when high
pg> quality gui browsing was enabled. bottom line is: evidently there
pg> will remain both kinds, and both should be accommodated.
I've had the same experience: I've encouraged PSYCOLOQUY subscribers to unsubscribe
and browse the archives instead, but about 3000 continue to prefer having everything
emailed to them. The whole issue could eventually be finessed with "virtual" email, in which
"hot links" are simply activated whenever you look at your "mail": You wouldn't really be
clogging the Net by actually mailing everything to everyone; the mailer would simply do an
active browse for you, dressed as email. Eventually these will simply be parameters you set:
Autobrowse X, Y and Z.
> Date: Tue, 28 Jun 1994 16:28:49 +0100
> From: "Paul F. Burton" <paul@dis.strath.ac.uk>
> Subject: Re: Subversive Proposal
pb> It seems to me that this is an idea whose time has just arrived. Do you
pb> think that the Follett Report proposals could include a feasibility study
pb> of this? I'd be interested in discussing the idea further with you, if you
pb> have time.
pg> again you are welcome to any of the data i've collected, if
pg> interested. the net result is certain to increase dramatically the
pg> pressure on publishers of esoteric material.
I will forward this to Paul, suggesting he get directly in touch with you.
sh> (Everyone will, quite naturally, swap the reprint for the preprint at
sh> the moment of acceptance for publication, and before paper publishers
sh> can mobilize to do anything about it, the battle will be lost, and they
sh> will be faced with an ultimatum: either re-tool NOW, so that you
sh> recover your real costs and a fair return by some means other than
sh> interposing a price-tag between [esoteric, no-market] papers and their
sh> intended readership, or others will step in and do it instead of you.)
pg> yup, i forwarded these comments from you to the aps people so they
pg> can appreciate that the rest of the academic world shares many of our,
pg> concerns and may soon be catching up in preprint activity.
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But notice the crucial "invisible hand" factor: Swapping the reprint for the preprint assumes
that at some point there is a quality-control stage, with what is before it being "pre" and
what is after it being "post." The invisible hand is being provided by the PAPER literature
right now. THIS is the (seeming) weak point at which the divide-and-conquer strategy will
be aimed, squarely. You have to make sure you are fore-armed against it, so the whole
project doesn't get locked into the anarchy issue.
sh> I have no animus against paper publishers. It's natural for them to do
sh> whatever they can to preserve the status quo, or something close to it.
pg> i didn't use to, one seems to be growing on me over past few years.
sh> But necessity is the mother of invention, and my subversive
sh> proposal would awaken their creative survival skills.
pg> you may be giving them too much credit. there seem very few
pg> visionaries in that industry, and their investment in the
pg> status quo leaves the rest blinded.
They're not facing necessity yet (though your preprint archive is what is bringing them the
closest to the brink so far -- and wide following of my subversive proposal would simply
generalize your effect across disciplines; my electronic journal is no threat till it has hundreds
of counterparts, across disciplines). So far 99.99% of the cards are still paper, and they are in
their hands. Necessity (and the creativity it gives birth to) will only intervene when those
cards really begin to fall; until then, vision will be limited, and delaying the inevitable will be
the best strategy for paper publishers.
sh> if, as I say,
sh> publishers wish to survive in ESOTERIC publication, they will have to
sh> change from a trade to a subsidy model for recovering the substantially
sh> lower true costs of electronic-ONLY publication).
pg> my current guess (hope?) is that the big publishing companies will
pg> ultimately drop out of the esoteric market, since the bottom line will not
pg> be so interesting to them (currently libraries spend over $10,000 / year on
pg> subscriptions to single journals such as nuclear physics b -- those will be the
pg> the first to go). professional societies, on the other hand, are likely
pg> to survive and still may be of use. my own professional society (aps) is
pg> coming to terms with a fait accompli, and is now sponsoring a major
pg> meeting on my home turf with what appears to be in principle
pg> a forward-looking agenda.
But since virtually all of our intellectual goods are currently being carried by the paper
flotilla it is in ALL of our best interests (not just publishers') to make sure that the transition
period does not turn into anarchy. Worst scenario: Paper publishers decide to cut their
losses instead of restructuring, and simply pull out of esoteric publication. Do you think the
editorial offices of all those esoteric journals could simply go electronic overnight? In fact,
paper journal editorial offices (and paper journal editors) for the most part wear the same
paleolithic blinkers as paper publishers.
No, the transition process should be a (preferably speedy but) graded one, a peaceful one,
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and preferably one in which paper publishers, those with the expertise in the quality control,
re-tool themselves for electronic-only publication with advance subsidy (from author page
charges, learned society dues and subsidies, university and library subsidies, and research
publication grants), rather than a sudden pull-out leaving others (with no quality-control
expertise) scrambling to pick up the pieces.
This is where necessity born of subversion comes in: With preprints/reprints becoming
accessible for free to all it will be clear that costs will HAVE to be covered some other way.
Going to electronic-only publishing will first cut costs down to size; and going for advanced
subsidy will put them into phase with the non-trade model.
pg> keep me informed on your initiative (though i too will be in europe
pg> for most of the summer, organizing a physics summer school in the
pg> french alps [les houches, near chamonix], will occasionally hunt and
pg> peck on minitel and transpose all my q's and z's), Paul Ginsparg
I hope you will be invited to join the gs/UNESCO group directly, and then you will be a
part of the initiative de jure (as you already are de facto).
h Stevan Harnad
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 14:42:44 EDT
From: Peter Graham <psgraham@gandalf.rutgers.edu>
One of the points Paul Ginsparg makes that bears thinking about is the proposal that
various archives be established, e.g. by scholarly societies but also presumably by other
agencies.
Let me condense an argument very much by suggesting that this function is what libraries
are for, perhaps uniquely for: the long-term preservation function. Some of us in the library
community have been discussing what it is that libraries bring distinctively to the electronic
environment. One of the functions is the continuing one of assuring that information that is
here today is also here tomorrow (as I sometimes like to put it, If I love this information in
May will it still be here in December?).
Libraries, unlike publishers, individual scholars, and scholarly societies, are explicitly in this
for the long term. I think it is our responsibility in the library community to determine what
is necessary for long-term provision of information. This will include matters such as
backup
technology (hardware) refreshing (e.g. from vax to unix to ?, from 5.25" floppy to 3.5"
floppy to ?, from magnetic disk to optical disk to crystal, etc.)
technology (software) refreshing (e.g. from Wordperfect 1.1 to v6.0, from
DisplayWrite to Word, from LaTeX to ?, from CorelDraw to ?, etc.).
accessibly search engines
authenticity and completeness
long-term commitments of people, money and systems (this being the hardest thing
of all) in an environment where budgets are typically only annual.
There's more to say but this thread tends to bunch up in indigestible chunks anyway, so I
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shove this out to get this ball rolling. (metaphor?)
Peter Graham (psgraham@gandalf.rutgers.edu)
Rutgers University Libraries
169 College Ave
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
phone: (908)445-5908
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Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads:
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing
An Internet Discussion about Scientific and Scholarly Journals and
Their Future

VII. E-Journal Publishing; Infrastructure Investments
The American Chemical Society's Lorrin Garson returns to the discussion with detailed comments
about the significant planning and investment course the Society has already taken in moving into
non-print publication. He makes the case that scaling up and sustaining production require
considerable thought and infrastructura support. More numbers are introduced; Harnad
differentiates esoteric publication from other sectors of the information market.
From: lrg96@acs.org (Lorrin Garson)
Subject: Publication costs (cont.)
Date: Sun, 3 Jul 94 15:57:07 EDT
Stevan,
As of yesterday I am on vacation for three weeks, and about to leave for British Columbia
and Alaska. However, before going, I wanted to respond to your latest message in our
exchange of thought and comments on publishing costs.
Perhaps the disparity of our cost figures is a consequence of the type of material we publish.
My impression is that journals in the humanities are much simpler and would therefore be
less expensive to create in the front-end process. In fact, chemistry may be the most
challenging of the sciences with much information in complex tables, display math, graphics
-- including chemical structures and other line art, half-tones and color. Tables, math, and
artwork are labor intensive (expensive) to handle whether for print or electronic products.
Also, in the sciences, there are many special characters and multi-level positioning which
must be handled; we have over 500 special characters for our journals and seven levels of
super- and subscripts (on line, 3 levels above and 3 levels below). These special characters
must also be handled whether on paper or electronically. I must confess I don't read
humanities journals and my experience in this domain is limited to undergraduate
textbooks. But even with undergraduate text books, there is a marked difference in
manufacturing costs because of the difference in complexity of material.
We are indeed both addressing the issue of what you call "esoteric publications," that is,
scholarly journals for which authors submit manuscripts without receiving payment or
royalty.
Your statement "The entire superstructure is set up to hurtle headlong toward print on
paper ..." is incorrect. Since 1974 the ACS has been publishing its journals on a database
structure aimed toward the day when electronic products would be created. We started
preserving our journal data in an SGML-like structure long before SGML became an ISO
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standard. Our print products are spun-off from the database, not the other way around. I
am afraid your perception of how we produce journals is quite erroneous. Approximately
80-85% of our costs are for creating this database and 15-20% for printing. The majority is
for peer review, processing manuscripts (50% are now done electronically; this will probably
reach 60-80% by the end of 1995), editing, copy-editing, proof-reading, etc.
Also your statement "It's natural for them [paper publishers] to do whatever they can to
preserve the status quo, or something close to it." is also very inaccurate---certainly incorrect
for the the ACS. Let me give you a few highlights of the ACS' electronic publishing activities:
(a) 1980: One thousand articles from the Journal of Medicinal Chemistry were loaded on BRS
as the first fulltext file in chemistry, probably the first fulltext file in the sciences. This was an
experimental prototype file which was tested by a few dozen volunteers.
(b) 1981: An experimental file of 16 ACS journals was loaded at BRS. The coverage was 1976
to current for the Journal of Medicinal Chemistry and 1980 to current for the other journals.
The file was evaluated by about 300 individuals.
(c) 1982: The fulltext of ACS journals file at BRS became a commercial product in November.
(d) 1984: Our colleagues at Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) established STN International
in cooperation with node operators in Karlsruhe, Germany and Tokyo, Japan. This is a true
network with files located at any one node accessed from Europe, North America and the
Pacific Rim. Users are not aware in day-to-day searching/retrieving on which continent the
files are located.
(e) 1985: We developed a prototype CD-ROM in cooperation with OCLC using the
chemistry journal Inorganic Chemistry. This prototype was fulltext searchable and provided
on-the-fly composition with display of our full character set, including super- and subscripts.
(f) 1986: On September 28th, the ACS made the fulltext of all its chemistry journals available
on STN (the CJACS file). This file allows fulltext searching and display, but does not contain
mathematics, tables or math. The file is available today and contains our journal data from
1982 to the present. The file is updated every two weeks.
(g) 1987-90: Files from John Wiley (CJWILEY file ), the Royal Society of Chemistry (CJRSC
file), VCH Publishers (CJVCH), and Elsevier Science Publishers (CJELSEVIER file) were
loaded on STN International. These files are still available and regularly updated. [My group
processes the data for these publishers for file loading.]
(h) 1990 to date: The ACS has been involved with colleagues at Bellcore, OCLC, CAS, and
Cornell University to create a prototype electronic library at Cornell University. This is
called the CORE project; a non-commercial, experimental endeavor.
(i) 1993: The ACS made supplementary material for the Journal of the American Chemical
Society available on an Internet server (acsinfo@acs.org). These are TIFF-Group-4-FAX
compressed files available for downloading by anonymous ftp or through a Gopher
interface. There are approximately 20,000 pages per year loaded on the server. The file is still
available and is updated weekly.
(j) 1994-1996: The ACS is a participant in the Red Sage project at the University of California
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at San Francisco. Approximately 20 publishers are involved (with Springer-Verlag being the
dominant publisher) along with UCSF and Bell Laboratories, to create a prototype electronic
library in the fields of radiology and molecular biology.
(k) 1994: On June 19th, the ACS/CAS made electronic pages of all its chemistry journals
available via STN International, thus tables, mathematics, line art and half-tones are now
available by downloading via the Internet, direct dial modem or by FAX.
(l) 1994: Later this month we will ship the first CD-ROMs of two of our titles: Journal of the
American Chemical Society and Biochemistry. The CD-ROMs contain fielded, full-text
searching capabilities, capability to display and print journal page images, with special
processing of half-tone images to accommodate non-grey scale printers, display and
printing of color images, etc.
(m) By the end of this year we will have all of the graphics for our journals as separately
callable objects, linked to the text, along with SGML encoded data, including tables and
mathematics.
Stevan, I assure you the ACS as well as most main-line traditional, commercial publishers of
scientific information are not trying to preserve the status quo but rather are very active in
developing electronic information products. Other not-for-profit organizations in the
sciences, notably physics, astronomy, medicine/biology and engineering, are also very
active in this domain.
By the way, the ACS is a not-for-profit organization, but it is also a not-for-loss institution.
The Publications and Chemical Abstracts Service Divisions are not subsidized from external
sources, nor from ACS members' dues. These two divisions are charged by the ACS Board
of Directors to annually return a small net to the ACS' reserves.
I would like to suggest that publishing electronic journals is in fact going to be more
expensive than printing. For example, I believe most of the data we currently publish in
journals today will in the future be acquired as coherent, digital data. This is starting now in
the field of x-ray crystallography and will likely spread to other areas of structure such as
spectroscopy (IR, UV, MS, NMR, etc.), biological data, in vitro testing, etc. The journal
Protein Science (published by Cambridge University Press for the Protein Society) now
publishes with each issue a floppy disk which contains protein/enzyme structure data which
can be visualized with a program called Kinemage, which is also provided with the journal.
The Protein Society plans to make these data also available on CD-ROM and via the
Internet. The collection, maintenance (including indexing and cataloging), and dissemination
of these data will, I believe, be more costly than printing, but the information will be much
more valuable to the scientific community. Of course, when we get to this point we won't be
publishing journals; the output will be called something else.
I am afraid you haven't convinced me to your view point and our cost figures are so
diametric we can't possibly both be correct. As I mentioned in my opening, perhaps the
great disparity lies in the nature of the information we publish. Have I through my verbiage
above changed your perceptions of publishing and associated costs? Probably not . . .
It seems we are unlikely to resolve the issue by merely exchanging messages. Sometime
when you are in Washington area, or when I am in Princeton, why don't we sit down and
try to thrash this out. If on some occasion you should be in Columbus, Ohio, I would be
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very happy to walk you through our production facilities (data entry, database building,
composition but not printing, which is done in Easton, Pennsylvania). In any case, please
count on being my guest for lunch or dinner when and where we might meet.
I won't be responding to e-mail until after July 25th.
Finally, I would like to ask that you forward this message to those to whom you sent your
last message. Thank you.
Best regards,
Lorrin
****************** From: Lorrin R. Garson ******************
Publications Division, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.
E-mail: lrg96@acs.org Phone: (202) 872-4541 FAX (202) 872-4389
********************************************************
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 17:56:39 EDT
From: "Stevan Harnad" <harnad@Princeton.EDU>
Subject: Lorrin Garson (Amer. Chem. Soc.) Reply to Subversive Proposal
Dear Lorrin,
Thanks for your detailed reply about publication costs and electronic innovations at the
American Chemical Society. I am very impressed by the scale of electronic innovativeness
you describe taking place at the ACS.
The status quo I should have said that paper publishers would be endeavoring to preserve
was the trade model itself: pay-to-see, whether on screen or on paper. You raise a valid
point about technical and graphical capabilities and expenses, and you are right that my own
data, from a mostly-text discipline, are insufficient to establish the generality of my < 25%
per-page claim. I will accordingly allow colleagues in the more technical disciplines to bring
forward their own figures in response to what you write below. My own reaction to the
impressive panorama of innovations you describe (apart from admiration for what you
have accomplished) would be the following:
(1) Many the graphical capabilities you describe are likely to be available on the
author/researcher's end these days, as are the technical-text generating capabilities. So what
authors submit for publication may be very close to the final product (and they could
incorporate editing and design feedback into it in their revision). It is not at all clear that
having these functions instead performed by the publisher will be either optimal technically
or a justification for sticking to the pay-to-see model instead of the free-access-to-all model
for esoteric publication.
(2) The coding will soon be standardized, or near standardized, so that will be provided
from the author's end too (guided, of course, by feedback from editors, copy editors and
production editors, to which I will return below), and hence no justification for sticking to
the pay-to-see status quo.
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(3) Powerful public-domain search/storage/retrieval tools are already being developed and
made available to all (e.g., wais, www, etc.). So this too need no longer be something the
publisher does for the author, and is again not a justification for preserving the status quo.
So what seems to remain in the calculations you describe -- assuming author's end graphics
and text-processing plus archive management tools are in place for all -- is (as I suggested)
the true cost of quality control: refereeing and editing (include copy-editing and design). I
regret that I have to say that I continue to believe that the true cost of this essential service is
well under 25% per page in all fields of science and scholarship. I will allow those who are
more technically expert than I to follow up on (1) to (3).
One last point: ACS is noncommercial, but is it not worrisome that, as you describe below, it
so readily makes common cause with so many others who most decidedly are not? Esoteric
publishing simply does not belong in this paradigm.
Stevan Harnad
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 94 23:19:57 -0600
From: Paul Ginsparg 505-667-7353 <ginsparg@qfwfq.lanl.gov>
To: harnad@Princeton.EDU
Subject: Re: Lorrin Garson (Amer. Chem. Soc.) Reply to Subversive Proposal
> I will allow those who are more technically
> expert than I to follow up on (1) to (3).
stevan,
essentially your responses are correct, but tentative due to unfamiliarity with publishing
technical material including in-line equations, graphics, etc. in physics, we've been
transmitting such material without compromise over the networks for close to a decade
now so i can make slightly more definitive comments below.
i've lost track of all the different lists (please forward to whichever may be relevant -- feel
free to edit if necessary, have been through this many times in many forums and answers
grow increasingly abrupt).
Paul Ginsparg
lg> From: lrg96@acs.org (Lorrin Garson)
lg> Subject: Publication costs (cont.)
lg> To: harnad@Princeton.EDU (Stevan Harnad at Princeton University)
lg> Date: Sun, 3 Jul 94 15:57:07 EDT
lg> Perhaps the disparity of our cost figures is a consequence of the type of
lg> material we publish. My impression is that journals in the humanities are
lg> much simpler and would therefore be less expensive to create in the
lg> front-end process. In fact, chemistry may be the most challenging of the
lg> sciences with much information in complex tables, display math, graphicslg> including chemical structures and other line art, half-tones and color.
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i suspect physics is roughly as challenging as chemistry. who is providing all of the above
material? in physics, we the authors produce the tables and graphics ourselves, and can
typically integrate them into in electronic end product better than can the publishing
companies on paper.
lg> Tables, math, and artwork are labor intensive (expensive) to handle
lg> whether for print or electronic products. Also, in the sciences, there are
lg> many special characters and multilevel positioning which must be
lg> handled; we have over 500 special characters for our journals and seven
lg> levels of super-and subscripts (on line, 3 levels above and 3 levels below).
why would a publisher re-typeset all submissions? in physics, the journal publications are
frequently lower quality precisely because of the errors introduced in the typesetting
process (it is very difficult to proofread yet again something that has already been
proofread hundreds of times for our own versions; especially when many of the
conventional pub co's weren't even running spellcheckers to catch their trivial errors.)
lg> These special characters must also be handled whether on paper or
lg> electronically. I must confess I don't read humanities journals and my
lg> experience in this domain is limited to undergraduate textbooks. But even
lg> with undergraduate text books, there is a marked difference in
lg> manufacturing costs because of the difference in complexity of material.
if handled properly, scientific research can be propagated electronically as easily as can
non-scientific. this is not conjecture -- the e-print archives on xxx.lanl.gov have from their
inception been full text with all in-line figures and equations (and the astrophysicists have
begun to submit .mpeg files with on-line animation), all author-prepared, and in no case are
any compromises necessary for professional research communication. as i say, the author
produced material is frequently superior in quality to the ultimate print form from the
publisher.
lg> Your statement "The entire superstructure is set up to hurtle headlong
lg> toward print on paper . . ." is incorrect.
lg>
lg> Also your statement "It's natural for them [paper publishers] to do
lg> whatever they can to preserve the status quo, or something close to it." is
lg> also very inaccurate---certainly incorrect for the the ACS. Let me give you
lg> a few highlights of the ACS' electronic publishing activities:
i am afraid that the litany of "achievements" below tends to support rather than refute
stevan's statement. instead they are strawpeople that convey the impression of
forward-looking, but remain too firmly rooted in the status quo. essentially this view of the
electronic format is literally to repeat the entire process, and then *after* the final stage,
essentially as an afterthought, take an electronic photo (i.e. bitmap) of the finished version,
post it somewhere, and suggest that that constitutes vision for the future. from this myopic
viewpoint, of course the electronic version appears to add to the overall expense. this just
means you'll be hard-pressed to compete when someone else comes along with a better
optimized and more streamlined operation.
lg> (a) 1980: ...
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prior to 1984 the relevant word processing and graphics simply was not available. any info
on usage patterns, cost, etc., is irrelevant. totally different medium. continuing...
lg> (f) 1986: On September 28th, the ACS made the fulltext of all its chemistry
lg> journals available on STN (the CJACS file). This file allows fulltext
lg> searching and display, but does not contain mathematics, tables or math.
lg> The file is available today and contains our journal data from 1982 to the
lg> present. The file is updated every two weeks.
lg> (g) 1987-90: Files from John Wiley (CJWILEY file ), the Royal Society of
lg> Chemistry (CJRSC file), VCH Publishers (CJVCH), and Elsevier Science
lg> Publishers (CJELSEVIER file) were loaded on STN International.
no mathematics, tables, or math. in physics, this would have been less than useless and
would convince people of the superiority of paper.
lg> (h) 1990 to date: The ACS has been involved with colleagues at Bellcore,
lg> OCLC,CAS, and Cornell University to create a prototype electronic library
lg> at Cornell University. This is called the CORE project; a non-commercial,
lg> experimental endeavor
isn't this just another scan and shred project to post bitmaps of existing journals? for some
reason, many journals seem unable to distinguish superficial appearance from information
content and insist that they are defined by their superficial appearance. (the american
physical society, for example, proposed an electronic version of its journals which retained
every artifact of the paper version -- including a two column format with equations that
occasionally cross between columns. [a format that many physicists have grown to despise.
aps would likely be subject to a full-scale network attack if they ever ventured to post new
material in such an electronic format.]
it is important to rethink the compromises embodied in the current paper format and not
robotically propagate them to the electronic format. indeed when i demo-ed a bitmap
server to some physics postdocs, the uniform response was incredulity ["my god, it's a
picture of each page."] then laughter -- they were just not interested in the static formats
promoted in general by OCLC and e.g. Bell's "rightpages". and, again, of course your costs
are unaffected or increased -- everything proceeds as before with an extra step added at the
end. very soon we will demand functionality (hypertext, in-line links to other resources and
applications, public annotation threads, etc.) that can *only* be embodied in the electronic
format from the start.
lg> (i) 1993:The ACS made supplementary material for the Journal of the
lg> American Chemical Society available on an Internet server
lg> (acsinfo@acs.org). These are TIFF-Group-4-FAX compressed files
lg> available for downloading by anonymous ftp or through a Gopher interface.
lg> There are approximately 20,000 pages per year loaded on the server. The
lg> file is still available and is updated weekly.
more after-the-fact bitmaps. not as useful, unfortunately, as text.
anyway, rather than continue point by point, i am just trying to emphasize how all of this
substantiates the point that publishers base their cost estimates of the electronic format on
an outmoded mentality, viewing it as an "add-on" to existing activities rather than as a
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means to alter, improve, optimize, and streamline communication of research in a
fundamental manner. there is nothing fundamentally different about highly technical
scientific material as compared with the humanities -- researchers across the board, once
empowered to produce a final format that suits their standards, and given the means of
distribution, will take full advantage. the likely outcome is to force established publishers to
rethink what they're doing and concede that their cost estimates were based on the wrong
analysis.
lg> Stevan, I assure you the ACS as well as most main-line traditional,
lg> commercial publishers of scientific information are not trying to preserve
lg> the status quo but rather are very active in developing electronic
lg> information products. Other not-for-profit organizations in the sciences,
lg> notably physics, astronomy, medicine/biology and engineering, are also
lg> veryactive in this domain.
i have met with a continuous stream of representatives from "main-line, traditional,
commercial publishers of scientific information" over the past three years and yes, they are
trying to do *something*, mainly stay in the ballgame somehow, but that *something* is
not necessarily optimized for the interests of researchers, either in cost, functionality, or
means of access. no idea to which "not-for-profit organizations" you refer in physics -- there,
at least, i believe i know what is going on (perhaps the confusion is over what constitutes
"very active" as opposed to "very productive").
lg> I would like to suggest that publishing electronic journals is in fact going
lg> to be more expensive than printing.
i would like to suggest that those institutions and organizations for whom publishing
electronic journals will in fact prove more expensive than printing do not have a very bright
future in store.
Paul Ginsparg
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 1994 18:54:41 -0400
From: lesk@bellcore.com (Michael E. Lesk)
Steve, Lorrin
I wonder if you both know about an article "Reader rip-off: why are books so expensive" by
Tony Rothman in the New Republic for Feb. 3, 1992. He is mostly talking about trade
books, and finds most of the cost in distribution. He says that a $20 book costs about $3 to
produce. (The author gets $2, the publisher gets $4 for overhead, the distributor gets $3 and
the bookstore gets $8). For a 20,000 copy run typesetting is not important -- it is 10% of the
production cost. Paper is only slightly more, about 15% of production cost.
Unfortunately, scientific journals have already achieved his most obvious recommendation:
eliminate the bookstore retail markup and go to mailorder.
But his overall point is still true- most of the money in the current system is NOT going to
run presses. It's distribution and organization that is taking the money, not the production
side. I think that's true for scientific journals as well.
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Michael
Hi Mike,
I'm sure Rothman's right about those figures, but I think that's probably more general even
than book economics and probably gets to the heart of capitalism (and middlemen. etc.).
Rather than take all of THAT on, I think the simple pertinent fact in the case of ESOTERIC
(no-market) publication (which makes it different from sell-your-words trade publication) is
that it is NOT a "product" from which the author does, can or expects to make money
through selling it! That is something peculiar to esoteric publication, independently either of
the mark-ups of trade book/magazine publishing or commerce in general: THE AUTHOR
WANTS YOU TO READ THE WORK, THAT'S ALL. That motive should never have had to
make common cause with an economic model in which there is a MARKET for the work,
people ready to pay for it, and the author writing it in hopes of getting part of that revenue
-- a model in which it is in the interests of the author as well as the publisher to interpose a
price-tag between the author and the readership.
This anomaly in the special case of esoteric publishing is now in a position to be remedied in
short order WITHOUT taking on either the inefficiencies of trade publishing in general, or of
trade in general.
Stevan Harnad
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